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Introduction

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, or North Korea) has ratcheted up its saber-rattling alarmingly over the past few years. It has labeled the Republic of Korea (ROK, or South Korea) a hostile state to be subjugated by war, increased testing of ballistic missiles, adopted a war-focused posture, and warmed ties with Russia, culminating in a new comprehensive strategic partnership agreement between Pyongyang and Moscow in June 2024. More than ever, North Korea has the potential to be disruptive in an already-fraught geopolitical environment. Amid the crescendo of security challenges, the question remains: what to do about North Korea? This Asia Policy roundtable contains six essays that examine the current state of the challenges North Korea poses to regional and global security from different vantage points.

Jenny Town opens the roundtable with a reminder that the North Korea nuclear issue cannot be solved in isolation from broader global realities. Kim Jong-un has demonstrated a canny ability to exploit openings in the geopolitical landscape and to play the major Northeast Asian actors against each other. He used the isolation of the Covid-19 pandemic to reset expectations, restore traditional values—including ideological unity and enemy narratives—and recalibrate Pyongyang’s approach. During this period, North Korea became “one of the first countries to embrace the idea of a new cold war emerging.” The clock cannot be set back on its WMD program; instead, Town argues that getting back to a global disarmament agenda will require political leadership from the great powers to look for geopolitical openings and “change the narrative about what makes countries more secure.”

Chung Min Lee next looks at how the growing WMD threat from North Korea is worryingly combining with a convergence of internal threats: an imploding economy, the weakness of ideological indoctrination among the younger generation, the high risks of succession, and Kim Jong-un’s determination to strengthen his WMD inventory at the expense of the economy and North Korean citizens’ well-being. With North Korea teetering on the edge of simultaneous crises, he argues that the effectiveness of the response will depend on who is in power in Seoul and Washington. In Lee’s words, “the United States and South Korea would do well to prioritize planning and preparing for the ‘gathering storm’ that North Korea presents rather than focus on engagement-building and incentives to return to denuclearization negotiations.”
Evans Revere suggests that given current geopolitical challenges, combined with the upcoming fray of elections in the United States, we can expect Pyongyang to “try to keep the United States and its allies off balance.” Revere demonstrates that nuclear weapons are the best support of Pyongyang’s central goal—the security of the Kim family regime—as well as bolster other related ambitions such as weakening the U.S.-ROK alliance and reducing the U.S. military presence on and around the peninsula. With any future efforts at denuclearization negotiations likely to repeat past failures, the United States and its partners must act carefully but determinedly to up the ante for Pyongyang going forward: “since North Korea’s desire for nuclear weapons derives from its belief that these weapons will bring security and ensure regime survival, U.S. policy should focus on convincing the regime that the opposite is true—that is, that nuclear weapons will only bring the regime’s demise closer.”

Andrew Scobell examines the state of North Korea–China relations, noting that “China has tolerated North Korean episodes of saber-rattling and provocations with fluctuating levels of irritation and ire.” But with Pyongyang yo-yoing its relations with Washington and Seoul since summitry in 2018 and 2019, and more recently improving ties to Moscow, Kim seems to have provoked Beijing into a more active relationship. Scobell describes how Chinese leaders are concerned about maintaining China’s influence amid the “thickening relationship between Russia and North Korea”—a vulnerability that North Korea has adroitly exploited. As a result, Scobell argues that “the least bad policy option for Beijing is to bandwagon with small but geostrategically important Pyongyang against its great-power rivals and allies,” which limits the prospect that China will use its influence for any hoped-for positive containment role in North Korea’s nuclear trajectory.

Hideya Kurata addresses North Korea’s nuclear doctrine in its two military strategies: its “war deterrent strategy” and “war strategy.” His essay focuses on the possibility for a conventional armed conflict between North and South Korea that could escalate with the North’s use of tactical nuclear weapons (TNW). He examines statements by Kim and other key figures in the regime that show the elevation of these weapons in North Korea’s concepts of preemption and escalation. Kurata also evaluates Pyongyang’s recent redefinition of South Korea as an enemy and endorsement of a hostile two-state situation on the peninsula. These nuclear and political postures are closely linked, Kurata argues: “The potential for the deployment of TNWs spills over into the realm of
national unification. When South Korea is the target of an attack, as Kim Yo-jong suggested in her April 2022 statement, it can be justified by the assertion that the South is no longer part of the same nation as the North.” As North Korea expands and refines its nuclear arsenal, Kurata stresses the importance of the United States, South Korea, and other allies putting a corresponding escalation ladder in place.

Artyom Lukin studies the regional economic and military balances from the perspective of North Korea, noting that the “overall military balance on the peninsula is developing in a direction that is unfavorable to Pyongyang.” He elaborates that “the DPRK’s ability to deal on its own with the emerging external threats and risks is becoming increasingly strained, primarily due to its limited economic and technological base.” Despite a nuclear capability that places South Korea, Japan, and the United States in reach, North Korea faces a worsening economic situation, deteriorating conventional military capabilities, and a significant imbalance in both these areas with South Korea (as well as South Korea’s latency as a nuclear power and coverage by the U.S. nuclear umbrella). These challenges could be making the North Korean regime feel insecure. As a result, Pyongyang is under pressure to find a powerful ally, and “the only possible political-military ally for the DPRK is Russia.” The renewed alliance gives Moscow “a new lever over Washington, Tokyo, and especially Seoul” and offers the promise of defense industrial support. Pyongyang, for its part, gains prestige, formal security guarantees, and a greater opening for transfers of weapons and expertise. However, the limits to and boundaries of the partnership still remain to be seen.

Taken together, the essays in this roundtable point to a new phase in North Korea’s nuclear posturing and highlight key external relationships. The risks posed by a nuclear-armed North Korea have surged and will require new approaches in management focused on containment rather than engagement.
North Korea’s Strategic Choices amid Shifting Geopolitics

Jenny Town

If there is a lesson to be learned from the recent upgrade in relations between the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, or North Korea) and Russia, it is that the North Korea nuclear issue cannot be solved in isolation of broader global realities. Kim Jong-un, especially, has demonstrated time and time again his willingness to break from tradition to seize opportunities when they arise and to adapt his policies and approaches decisively to the ever-evolving geopolitical circumstances around him. For the United States and the Republic of Korea (ROK, or South Korea), pursuing approaches that are laser-focused on North Korean denuclearization and trying to find the right mix of pressure and incentives to encourage Pyongyang down that path is an increasingly myopic view of the situation and one that is especially misguided while the global nuclear weapons landscape worsens.

North Korea’s Shifting Worldview

The outcome of the 2019 Hanoi Summit, or the lack thereof, appears to have had a significant impact on Kim’s assessment of opportunity and strategy. The long-held view in Pyongyang of normalizing relations with the United States both to counterbalance relations with China and to bring about material gain in the form of sanctions relief and global reputation was dashed. Toward the end of 2019, after U.S.-DPRK relations failed to bring about a post-Hanoi agreement, Kim openly questioned whether a fundamentally different relationship with the United States was even possible. It was clear at that time that Kim no longer saw value in
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continuing negotiations with the United States and South Korea and was reassessing his options. He called for recalibrating the economy to be more resilient to a persistently hostile environment and started shifting attention away from the United States and the ROK toward cultivating deeper relations with states more sympathetic to his cause—other autocratic governments and countries also under sanctions and in antagonistic relationships with the West.⁴

When the pandemic set in, North Korea was the first country to close its borders in January 2020, resulting in minimal international movement of goods or people over the next few years. While this measure had a practical purpose—trying to prevent an epidemic from breaking out in a country with an incredibly vulnerable public health system—it also gave the regime a chance to reset. Kim had taken enormous political risks in the summit era, allowing for both ideological creep and the raising of domestic expectations about how a breakthrough in relations would bring about a new level of economic prosperity, which could be something worth considering limits on the WMD programs to secure. When that failed to come to fruition in a timely manner, Kim took drastic measures to reset expectations, restore traditional values—including those of ideological unity and rebuilding the enemy narratives—and prepare the people for potentially prolonged hardship, both because of the pandemic and as the country recalibrated its approach to the world.

In so doing, North Korea was one of the first countries to embrace the idea of a new cold war emerging and to lean into that paradigm. As U.S. relations with South Korea improved under new leadership in both countries, North Korea expanded its relations with China and Russia on the other side of the equation, largely ignoring or dismissing subsequent attempts from Washington and Seoul to restart negotiations. In addition, as Russia’s pariah status has grown in the West, the more Kim has been willing to fill that void, offering Vladimir Putin political and material support—efforts that have been appreciated and reciprocated by Russia and are now paying dividends for North Korea.

**Domestic Considerations Informing Strategic Choices**

In January 2021, a year into the pandemic, Kim announced a new five-year development plan at the 8th Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea.⁴

---

⁴ “Fifth Plenary Meeting of Seventh Central Committee of Workers’ Party of Korea Held.”
Korea (WPK). The plan’s goals emphasized the dominance of ideology and politics over markets and more pragmatic economic principles. It appeared to roll back major economic reforms, curb market activity, and reassert state planning and control over a once burgeoning civilian economy. It is likely that these shifts were driven by several factors, including the high probability that sanctions on commercial sectors would remain in place indefinitely, limiting the growth potential of light industries; uncertainty regarding how long the Covid-19 pandemic would last and the need to control the masses and manage expectations through a difficult period; and a broader impulse to reassert traditional values and a guiding policy of *juche* (self-reliance) after the wild swings of the summit era when Kim had suddenly embraced the United States and the ROK with fervor. The annual session of North Korea’s Supreme People’s Assembly, held just days after the 8th Party Congress, projected only a 0.9% growth rate in state budget revenue for 2021—the lowest official projection since the famine era of the 1990s. This notably low estimate supports the idea that the Kim regime was fully aware of how disruptive its pandemic prevention strategy of self-isolation would be to its economic development and uncertain as to when it would let up.

While the regime’s expectations for economic performance were understandably low, this was not the case for a laundry list of military goals. While certain milestones had already been reached in 2017, such as the country’s introduction of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) and a high-yield nuclear device, the five-year plan set ambitious additional goals to improve performance, accuracy, and reliability of delivery systems; diversify missile ranges and launch options; enhance the credibility of strategic and tactical nuclear weapons systems; develop hypersonic weapons; and make progress in other areas such as unmanned aerial vehicles and military reconnaissance satellites.

Amid its prolonged self-isolation, North Korea kicked off 2022 with back-to-back testing of new missile systems, reporting such achievements to a domestic audience in understated ways, and emphasizing progress against the five-year plan. This R&D cycle would come to be supplemented with

---


new types of operational and missile deployment drills, especially as the United States and South Korea restarted joint military exercises. Despite the dismal economic performance of the pandemic years, North Korea checked off several of the military goals. This gave Kim a way to both demonstrate to a domestic audience national strength through extraordinary hardship and counter the uptick in tempo of joint U.S.-ROK military drills. It also gave Kim the means to show progress against the five-year plan, bolstering his public image of being able to lead through hardship. After all, failures on the economic front were easy to blame on bad circumstances, such as the persistence of sanctions and the prolonged threat of contagion.

In September 2022, North Korea passed the Law on the State Policy on Nuclear Forces, in which it declared itself a “responsible nuclear weapons state” and specified five conditions under which it would consider nuclear weapons use, three of which include preemptive clauses. When introducing this new law, Kim emphasized how “we have drawn the line of no retreat regarding our nuclear weapons so that there will be no longer any bargaining over them.” The usual conditionality of the country’s nuclear weapons program on the persistence of U.S. hostile policy has rarely been used since that time in any North Korean reference. Moreover, in 2023, Kim also announced a new constitutional amendment to codify the right and mandate to continue developing the country’s nuclear program to “deter war.” These developments enshrined the country’s nuclear status in its own law, signifying a fundamental shift in how its nuclear weapons program was framed to a domestic audience and underscoring Kim’s long-term vision for the program.

These military advancements came at a time when geopolitical trends were shifting. Deepening rivalry between the United States and China, as
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well as the 2022 collapse in relations between the United States and Russia over the war in Ukraine, meant that the kind of cooperation and cohesion of international sentiment that existed in 2017—when the UN Security Council members unanimously added sectoral sanctions against North Korea for its continued WMD development and testing—no longer existed. While China, Russia, and North Korea relations fall far short of a trilateral alliance, both China and Russia have become more sympathetic to North Korea’s position in the last few years and less receptive to U.S. approaches to addressing the situation. This discord has created opportunities for North Korea to exploit.

**Nuclear Weapons in Global Context**

North Korea’s reframing of its nuclear weapons program as nonnegotiable creates new challenges for diplomacy. If a time comes when a denuclearization agenda becomes viable again, the stakes will be naturally higher. Not only have the country’s capabilities expanded significantly since the last round of negotiations, but the low-hanging fruit that has often been used to set the stage for negotiations—such as a weapons testing moratorium—now has higher stakes. Going forward, such moves are unlikely to be offered unilaterally and will probably require reciprocation to justify defying the country’s own laws and constitution.

That said, the chances of getting back to a denuclearization agenda with North Korea in the current geopolitical environment are dismally low. Global attitudes and trends have elevated the role of nuclear weapons in the concept of national security and the big powers are fully engrossed in nuclear arms racing.

It is worth recalling that in 2009 U.S. president Barack Obama and Russian president Dmitry Medvedev pledged to work toward the total elimination of nuclear weapons. In 2017, the United Nations adopted the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons and opened it for signature by member states; it was ratified in 2020 and entered into force in January 2021.\(^1\) The treaty was the first legally binding instrument that prohibited participating in any nuclear weapons activities, including the possession, development, testing, stockpiling, deployment, use, and threat of use. Of course, none of the nuclear-armed states or states under extended nuclear
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deterrence arrangements signed the treaty. However, some experts suggest that beyond the lofty goal of global nuclear disarmament, the more important aim of this effort was “to further delegitimize nuclear weapons and thereby add restraints to their use and strengthen a nascent general norm against use.”

But times have changed and that push toward disarmament seems to have faded far into the distance. The 2024 SIPRI Yearbook, an annual publication of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, notes how nuclear arsenals around the world are currently being expanded, with year-on-year increases in the number of operational warheads. The United States, Russia, and China, in particular, are engaged in nuclear arms racing through multiyear efforts to modernize and expand their arsenals. For Russia, this has taken the form of a decades-long effort to replace the Soviet-era nuclear-capable systems with newer versions. China is rapidly expanding its nuclear arsenal—the U.S. Department of Defense projects Beijing could possess around 1,500 warheads by 2035. It is also advancing its nuclear triad so that its nuclear force, in size and capabilities, can be competitive to forces fielded by the United States and Russia. A report by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s Center for Global Security Research about the implications of China’s nuclear expansion for U.S. nuclear deterrence strategy notes that not only are China and Russia “peers by quantitative or qualitative metrics—they are adversaries of the U.S.-led regional and global orders who have made common cause to remake those orders in a ‘friendship without limits.’ This is a qualitatively new and different problem.” The United States is also engaged in both nuclear modernization efforts to bolster its aging nuclear triad and weighing options on how to address the challenge of dealing with what is commonly

13 See “Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons.”
framed as a two-nuclear-peer problem—how to reliably deter China as a near–nuclear peer and an aggressive Russia, possibly simultaneously.\(^\text{19}\)

As the big global powers engage in nuclear arms racing, including active testing of ICBM capabilities, hypersonic weapons, and sea-launched weapons systems, as well as subcritical nuclear weapons and even potentially the resumption of underground nuclear weapons testing, the smaller nuclear-armed states are watching closely and taking cues accordingly. In a summary of the 2024 SIPRI Yearbook, SIPRI director Dan Smith explains:

> Global security continued to deteriorate throughout 2023, as it has for the past decade. There were major armed conflicts in Gaza, Myanmar, Sudan and Ukraine; military spending rose for the ninth successive year to its highest-ever level; ecological disruption continued and 2023 was the hottest year for at least 174 years. International stability was under pressure from intensifying confrontation between the great powers. As a result, the entire six-decade-long nuclear arms control enterprise is at risk of terminating.\(^\text{20}\)

**North Korea in Context**

Against this backdrop, North Korea has little incentive to buck global trends and see denuclearization or even arms limits as an attractive or compelling proposition. Russia’s willingness to overtly undermine the international sanctions regime against North Korea, as emphasized in their treaty signed in June 2024, gives Kim ample opportunity to carry on bolstering the country’s WMD capabilities with few repercussions, at least in the short term.\(^\text{21}\) Moreover, as Putin’s push to upend the international system gains ground, North Korea can cultivate its own relationships within that space, seeking partnerships that require little to no sacrifice even if the gains are small.

Negotiating and signing a treaty that upgrades Russia-DPRK bilateral relations within two summit meetings with Putin is a political win for Kim that helps offset the failures of his negotiations with Washington and Seoul to bring about tangible, implementable results. The vision, values, and
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alternate world order that Putin promotes is an attractive offer for Kim, one where sacrifice is not needed to enhance bilateral relations. How sustainable that pathway might be in the long run is uncertain and depends largely on global geopolitical trends. On the current trajectory, however, North Korea has the opportunity to enhance its military and nuclear capabilities, revive its economy, and expand its political standing on the authoritarian side of the divide.

Treaty relations with Moscow, while Russia needs North Korean assistance, also provide Pyongyang with a certain amount of license to be more aggressive toward South Korea. Provocative behavior from Pyongyang can be useful to Russia, for instance, by keeping the United States distracted with managing tensions on the Korean Peninsula and potentially discouraging South Korea from becoming more involved in Ukraine for fear of how far Russia might push military-technical cooperation with the North. Kim may also feel more empowered to engage in military adventurism with the weight of a security pact with Russia behind him. Even if there is skepticism about how solid this partnership truly is, especially if faced with crisis on the North Korean side of the equation, Russia’s current and urgent need to keep North Korea close means greater expectations for solidarity in the short term.

For the United States and its allies, there is no good news or easy answers. As long as Russia is willing to provide North Korea with an alternative path to prosperity, there is little incentive for Pyongyang to return to talks with the United States or South Korea. Neither Washington nor Seoul would be willing to provide North Korea even close to the level of cooperation Moscow is offering, at least not without Pyongyang recommitting to a denuclearization agenda, and even then there would be limits on what would be possible, especially on the military and technological fronts. Even trying to engage North Korea on a risk-reduction agenda, as beneficial as that would be for managing regional security dynamics, is unlikely given the utility of tensions in broader geostrategic relations.

However, the first step in trying to navigate relations with North Korea is acknowledging how these geopolitical trends help shape its worldview and influence its assessment of its place within an evolving world order. This is not the time to dust off old denuclearization roadmaps and try to find a new starting point, not while nuclear arms racing is the global trend and confidence in international law and norms is eroding.

New efforts relevant for the North Korean context are needed to create new diplomatic openings. For instance, broader efforts to restore confidence
in the nuclear nonproliferation regime and delegitimize nuclear weapons use could have the spillover effect of shaping Pyongyang’s assessment of its choices in the future. Hans Kristensen, director of the Nuclear Information Project at the Federation of American Scientists, recently highlighted a social media post from the U.S. National Nuclear Security Administration commemorating May 26, 1972, the day U.S. president Richard Nixon and Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev signed their first nuclear arms control agreement, noting that it was “a good reminder that nuclear arms control agreements didn’t come out of nowhere but emerged when competitors agreed they were needed to manage risks.”

The whiff of hope in this exchange is much appreciated amid the sprawl of hot wars in Europe and the Middle East, tensions flaring in East Asia and the South China Sea, the Doomsday Clock set at 90 seconds to midnight, and the threat of nuclear use looming menacingly in the background. But the other lesson to take away from this historic moment is that nuclear arms control requires nuclear peers—the big powers—to set the tone and lead the way. It will not be a process that starts from small states and spreads, especially in such a tense geopolitical climate. Getting back to a global disarmament agenda will require political leadership, especially from the big powers, to change the narrative about what makes countries more secure.

That said, this is not an excuse to give up on diplomacy regarding North Korea. There will likely come a time when the geopolitical winds have shifted enough that new openings present themselves. Being ready to recognize and act quickly in those moments will be important, although it still will not be easy. North Korea’s capabilities have progressed way beyond any notion that sudden and swift denuclearization is possible, and so has Kim’s confidence that he can resist pressures to do so.

Future denuclearization approaches will need to acknowledge not only that North Korea is a country of great need but that it has its own security concerns as well. For the United States to say it has no hostile intent toward North Korea is not credible, given the enormous clash of values between the two countries and a history of deep mistrust. Moreover, political relations ebb and flow even among friendly states, especially when dealing with democracies. These are matters that need to be taken into consideration in the planning stages to generate new ideas about a feasible path forward: What kind of security concessions might be necessary to convince an insecure country of the benefits of disarmament? How can early wins be
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institutionalized to promote sustainability? What might U.S. allies be willing to do to reshape the regional security environment, and what would they need to make those choices feasible? While great emphasis, understandably so, is being placed on bolstering U.S. and allied defenses and extended deterrence against a growing North Korean nuclear threat, regular and difficult discussions within the alliances should also be taking place about what might be put on the table in the future that could increase the appeal and credibility of a disarmament track. ◊
The Gathering Storm: A Confluence of North Korea’s Looming Crises

Chung Min Lee

For the past thirty years, Pyongyang’s nuclear and ballistic missile programs have been the focus of countless denuclearization policies, inter-Korean and multinational diplomatic initiatives, Track 2 dialogues, and leaders’ summits. All have failed in preventing North Korea (the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, or DPRK) from going nuclear and accelerating its nuclear and other WMD programs. No one is against diplomacy and dialogue focused on reducing escalation on the Korean Peninsula and convincing the DPRK of the merits of denuclearization. But as long as the world’s worst totalitarian regime, led by the Kim family, remains in power, the DPRK has made it clear that it will never give up nuclear weapons.

Most importantly, the growing threat emanating from North Korea today is not only nuclear weapons and ever more sophisticated ballistic missiles but the convergence of multiple threats: (1) the bottoming out of the DPRK, driven by an imploding economy despite a temporary respite provided by Russian assistance, continuing economic dependence on the People’s Republic of China (PRC), and cybercrime; (2) the growing weakness of ideological indoctrination by the Kim dynasty, especially among the jangmadang (free market) generation, North Korea’s Generation Z; (3) the high risks associated with the fourth-generation succession of the Kim dynasty; and (4) Kim Jong-un’s determination to strengthen his WMD inventory, including hypersonic missiles and nuclear-tipped submarine-launched ballistic missiles, that prevents any shifting of key resources to nonmilitary sectors of the economy.¹

Critical threats from North Korea are more internal in origin than ever before. The consequences are enormous for South Korea (the Republic of Korea, or ROK) since it will have limited leverage and means to intervene, if the need arises, to stabilize North Korea. Importantly, how effectively South

¹ Whether North Korea has successfully developed nuclear-capable hypersonic missiles is a point of contention. “Defense Minister Assesses N. Korea’s Hypersonic Missile Test ‘Unsuccessful,” KBS World, April 14, 2024 ~ https://world.kbs.co.kr/service/news_view.htm?lang=e&Seq_Code=184878.
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Korea responds to simultaneous North Korean crises will depend heavily on the type of government that is in power in Seoul. Likewise, the position of the U.S. president toward managing a North Korean crisis will also be crucial. Domestic political determinants in South Korea and the United States will impact how Seoul and Washington react and coordinate their efforts in the event of major internal turbulence in the DPRK.

This essay explores the crises looming over North Korea—economic-, ideological-, succession-, and posture-based—and assesses that the United States and South Korea would do well to prioritize planning and preparing for the “gathering storm” that North Korea presents rather than focus on engagement-building and incentives to return to denuclearization negotiations.

A Failed Economic State

Since Kim Jong-un became supreme leader in 2011, North Korea has slowly been crumbling, and this is unlikely to be remedied unless the regime reallocates massive amounts of state funds to rebuilding the economy. But it can only do so if Kim opts to fundamentally cut back DPRK defense spending, which, including WMD programs, accounts for 25%–30% of GDP. According to Statista, North Korea’s defense spending as a percentage of GDP was estimated at 33.4% in 2022 and averaged around 26% from 2018 to 2022.2

When Kim assumed power in 2011, many progressive North Korea watchers argued that the time was ripe for the DPRK’s economic reform, since Kim had been partially educated overseas and had a much better understanding of world affairs than his predecessors. Kim promoted the so-called byungjin noseon or “parallel line”—i.e., pursuing economic development simultaneously with nuclearization.3 However, food security has continued to be a problem. According to UN sources, some 42% of North Koreans between 2019 and 2021 were malnourished, and the Economist reported in March 2023 that the DPRK’s “statist agricultural system has
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long failed to produce enough food” for the people. In short, North Korea’s economy has suffered a drawn-out implosion under Kim’s leadership, and the only “achievement” during his reign has been North Korea’s growing nuclear and WMD arsenal.

In February 2024, Kim admitted that the country’s economy was in a “pitiful state” and that “our party and state are facing a serious political problem that we cannot smoothly provide even the basic daily necessities for our people.” To remedy this, he announced the beginning of an “industry revolution” that includes building twenty consumer product factories in cities and counties over the next ten years to alleviate crushing poverty and shortages—his 20x10 Regional Development Policy—but the plan is unlikely to succeed.

As with previous mega-projects, Kim must rely on the military to provide labor to build the factories. But while the party directs the factories’ construction, it is entirely up to the local governments to come up with the resources to run and power them, resources that they simply do not have. Factory supervisors want to be exempt from building new factories under the new policy, since they know they will not succeed and will be blamed for failing the supreme leader. One factory official stated that “the factories also feel a heavy burden of having to provide all the money, technology, and manpower on their own to meet the goals and targets unilaterally set from above.”

Like his grandfather, who gained strategic dividends by playing the Soviet Union against China, and his father, who relied almost exclusively on Chinese largesse after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the Eastern bloc, economic realities have meant that Kim Jong-un has no choice but to depend heavily on Beijing. China provides key assistance to North Korea, including food aid, oil, and political cover, for example, but only just enough to ensure North Korea stays afloat. According to data from the Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency, DPRK trade with China

in 2022 reached $1.53 billion, up 125% from 2021, and constituted 96.7% of North Korea's overall trade with the outside world.\(^8\) While the exact amount of Chinese aid to North Korea is unknown, experts note that it only accounts for a fraction of China's $3.4 trillion budget, and that since Beijing fears regime collapse more than a nuclearized DPRK, “China will do what it feels is politically in its interest with North Korea, and it’s not going to be driven hugely by Chinese wider economic issues.”\(^9\)

**Cracking Ideology and Regime Loyalty**

For just over three-quarters of a century, the Kim family has run North Korea as the world’s harshest police state. Among the thousands that have been killed under Kim Jong-un, the most widely reported was his uncle Jang Song-thaek in December 2013. Jang served as a key pipeline to China and an advocate of economic reform, but he amassed a fortune and a growing core group of followers.\(^10\) When Kim came to power in 2011, he must have realized that to secure his power base, he had to depose his uncle. Jang was charged with numerous crimes and labeled as “a traitor to the nation for all ages who perpetrated anti-party, counter-revolutionary factional acts in a bid to overthrow the leadership of our party and state and the socialist system.”\(^11\) On February 13, 2017, Kim’s older half-brother, Kim Jong-nam, was assassinated with liquid VX by foreigners acting under the orders of North Korea’s intelligence agency.\(^12\) In December 2016, the research arm of South Korea’s National Intelligence Service, the Institute for National Security Studies, reported that from 2011 until 2016, Kim Jong-un purged approximately 340 officials from the regime, including the execution of about 140 officials in the party, military, and cabinet.\(^13\)


\(^12\) Joe Brock and John Chalmers, “Murder at the Airport: The Brazen Attack on Kim Jong Nam,” Reuters, April 1, 2019 — https://www.reuters.com/article/idUSKCN1RD185.

Millions of North Koreans continue to live in abject fear of the regime, but at the same time the level of fear has coincided with a growing indifference to the constant barrage of propaganda. Despite promises of a better life, which every North Korean leader has promised but failed to deliver, those in their twenties and thirties—the jangmadang generation—have never depended on the state for food. The net result is a much weaker and thinning loyalty to Kim and his regime. The civic organization Liberty in North Korea, which includes North Korean defectors, South Koreans, and others determined to bring freedom to North Korea, noted that:

The famine forced people at all levels of society to find alternate ways to survive. Many government officials seized opportunities for camouflaged capitalism to enrich themselves personally. Even security officials accommodated the markets, accepting bribes to turn the other way and allow access to the Chinese border for trade. This corrupt state apparatus has further degraded the integrity and power of North Korean leaders.\textsuperscript{14} The growing market economy has also created opportunities for foreign media and information to proliferate in North Korea.\textsuperscript{14}

One of the most important indicators of regime erosion is the growing failure to stem the flow of foreign information, especially news, dramas, movies, and goods from South Korea. In January 2024, media outlets showed footage from a 2022 public trial where two sixteen-year-old boys were sentenced to twelve years of hard labor for watching South Korean entertainment, which is forbidden by law.\textsuperscript{15} Ironically, the fact that the regime is doing everything possible to crack down on anti-socialist behavior, such as the growing attraction of South Korean pop culture, actually implies the failure of indoctrination and waning loyalty to the regime.

\textit{The Succession Challenge}

Should Kim Jong-un suddenly die and the regime stumble with a Kim child unable to consolidate power, it would trigger a highly unstable environment in North Korea. Currently, Kim's eleven-year-old daughter Kim Ju-ae appears to be his chosen heir to the family dynasty. Whether Ju-ae or another of Kim's children will succeed him will depend on their age and ability to grasp and control North Korea's critical power centers, such


as the military, security forces, intelligence agencies, and Office 39 (which guards the family’s hard currency). If Kim dies before Ju-ae or another of his children reaches adulthood, his sister and second-in-command, Kim Yo-jong, will likely be the supreme-leader-in-waiting.

When Kim Jong-il suffered a major stroke in 2008, Jang Song-thaek ran North Korea day to day while preparing Kim Jong-un to ultimately succeed his father. Typical of palace coups, assassinations, and purges in bygone dynasties, if Kim dies without a firm successor in place or the designated child is too young to rule, two women will fight for their own and their families’ lives: Kim Yo-jong, who also runs the party’s propaganda and agitation bureau (with a misleading title as deputy head), and Kim Jong-un’s wife, Ri Sol-ju. There is no chance that Ri will allow Kim Yo-jong to become the new supreme leader without doing everything possible first to put one of her children on the throne. But if Ju-ae or another child is too young (i.e., in their teens or even early twenties), it remains doubtful whether the North Korean nomenklatura will pledge their loyalty to such a young leader. Compared to her sister-in-law, Ri has no independent levers of power, whereas Kim Yo-jong can traverse the corridors of power to ensure that her palace coup succeeds.

To those outside, the lack of credible and real-time intelligence on critical movements and developments in Pyongyang will likely emerge as the biggest threat to implementing effective countermeasures and responses to any North Korean crisis. South Korea’s National Intelligence Service, China’s Ministry of State Security, Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service, and key agencies in the U.S. intelligence community all likely have human intelligence assets within North Korea, but how much access they actually have in critical organizations is a black box. As a result, the combination of an extremely dangerous power struggle in North Korea in the event of Kim’s sudden demise and highly limited actionable intelligence makes for a central problem in the event of a major North Korean crisis.

Doubling Down on Nuclear Weapons and Renouncing Reunification

The main reason why nuclear diplomacy with North Korea has failed and will continue to fail is because the nature of the North Korean threat has evolved since Kim Jon-un succeeded his father in December 2011. In his thirteen years in power, Kim’s biggest achievement has been ramping up North Korea’s nuclear and WMD programs and ensuring continued support from China and, more recently, Russia. North Korea’s nuclear
inventory is estimated to have grown to between 35 to 63 warheads, but more importantly, the country has successfully miniaturized warheads for delivery on various missiles.\textsuperscript{16} Although South Korea remains under the U.S. nuclear umbrella and Presidents Joe Biden and Yoon Suk Yeol have strengthened extended deterrence by creating a Nuclear Consultative Group and beefing up strategic military exercises, the fact remains that a North Korea armed with increasingly sophisticated nuclear weapons poses immense challenges to both the ROK and the United States.

Kim has affirmed on numerous occasions that he will never give up nuclear weapons and has codified North Korea’s status as a self-declared nuclear weapon state.\textsuperscript{17} In September 2022, the Supreme People’s Assembly, North Korea’s rubber-stamp parliament, passed a law that enshrined nuclear weapons as an integral part of the nation’s defense.\textsuperscript{18} According to remarks made by the official Korea Central News Agency, Kim said that “the aim of the United States is not just to eliminate our nuclear weapons themselves but also ultimately to bring down our [leadership at] anytime by forcing [North Korea] to put down nuclear weapons and give up or weaken the power to exercise self-defense.”\textsuperscript{19} The law also states that if North Korea faces an imminent attack on its leadership, its nuclear reprisal will be “automatic and immediate” and that Kim maintains “monolithic command” and “all decisive power concerning nuclear weapons.”\textsuperscript{20}

Importantly, Kim has recently vowed that unification with South Korea is no longer tenable and that the ROK is now the sworn enemy of the DPRK. He called for revising the North Korean constitution at the 10th Session of the 14th Supreme People’s Assembly in January 2024, emphasizing that “we can specify in our constitution the issue of


\textsuperscript{19} Kim Jong-un, cited in ibid.

\textsuperscript{20} Cited in ibid.
completely occupying, subjugating and reclaiming the ROK and annex it as a part of the territory of our Republic in case of a war breaks out on the Korean peninsula.”21 He also ordered the dismantling of three agencies that were responsible for promoting inter-Korean dialogue22 and the destruction of a unification arch built during his father’s regime as a symbol of inter-Korean ties because it was an “eyesore.”23 This is an extremely significant departure from the guidelines laid down by his grandfather and father who paid lip service to unification. Kim Il-sung attempted unification through war in 1950. Kim Jong-il invited President Kim Dae-jung to the first inter-Korean summit in 2001 and held a second meeting with President Roh Moo-hyun in 2007. Even Kim Jong-un held a summit with President Moon Jae-in in 2018 and signed agreements that were hailed by both sides as groundbreaking achievements.24

By burying the notion of unification (unless the North takes over the South), Kim is signaling that his policy toward the ROK is no longer going to be constrained by a common Korean heritage but will resemble state-to-state ties with an archenemy.

Politics in South Korea and the United States

If the past thirteen years and the broken history of landmark agreements made by the two Koreas since the early 1990s serve as a guide, Kim has little serious interest in dealing with the ROK or denuclearization negotiations. But progressives in South Korea continue to cling to the same playbook—first enunciated by the Kim Dae-jung administration in the early 2000s—that if Seoul and Washington drop their hostile, hard-line postures toward Pyongyang, Kim will return to the negotiating table.

On April 10, 2024, South Korea’s National Assembly election resulted in a major defeat for incumbent conservative president Yoon Suk Yeol. The progressive opposition Democratic Party already held a majority in the 300-seat parliament, but it won a total of 175 seats, whereas the ruling People’s Power Party won just 108 seats. The remaining seats were divided

---


22 Ibid.

23 Ibid.

between minor opposition parties and independents.\(^{25}\) Yoon has said that despite his party’s heavy loss at the polls, he will not shift his major foreign and security policies, which include his tough approach to North Korea and strengthening U.S.-ROK-Japan trilateral security and defense cooperation.

Nevertheless, because the Democratic Party and other progressive forces favor more balanced ties with China and re-engaging North Korea, Yoon will face constant pressures over the remaining three years of his term. If the Democratic Party wins the presidency in March 2027 and a major North Korean crisis erupts during that president’s term (2027–32), how he or she will react will be significantly different from how a more conservative president may choose to respond, including the depth and speed of coordination with the United States and the objectivity of and responses to intelligence estimates as events unfold in North Korea. In Seoul, downplaying North Korean threats rather than more neutrally assessing developments, for example, was the norm in the South Korean intelligence community during the progressive Moon administration (2017–22).\(^{26}\)

At the same time, if former U.S. president Donald Trump wins re-election in November 2024 and a major North Korean crisis erupts during his second term, he may take a hands-off approach, given his inclination for allies, such as South Korea, to take the lead while U.S. forces remain in the background. Trump also showed in his term how much he distrusted his own intelligence community, including the CIA and Director of National Intelligence.\(^{27}\) Although Trump and Kim held two summits in 2018 and 2019, Kim was unwilling to reach a nuclear deal. If Trump re-takes the White House in January 2025, he may restart U.S.–North Korea talks, but Pyongyang’s nuclear program has grown significantly since he was first


in office. With added backing from Russia and China, there is even less incentive now for Kim to reach a deal with Trump.

If a Democrat wins the election in November 2024, U.S. options vis-à-vis a highly destabilizing North Korea will still remain limited as well. Securing North Korea’s nuclear and WMD assets, for example, is a highly classified component of contingency operations, but even in the best circumstances, it would be extremely difficult for the United States Forces Korea (USFK) and supporting U.S. forces to successfully control North Korea’s nuclear sites. North Korea is arguably the world’s hardest target for the U.S. intelligence community, and in the initial phases of any profound instabilities such as regime collapse or a military coup, it would take several days at a minimum to monitor and verify critical military movements in North Korea.

Rethinking Crisis Management on the Korean Peninsula

Since the end of the Korean War in 1953, the combined forces of the ROK and the USFK have been able to deter the DPRK from instigating a second Korean War. This does not mean that North Korea has not undertaken limited military operations, such as the sinking of a South Korean vessel and bombing of Yeonpyeong Island in 2010 or numerous terrorist attacks dating back to the 1960s. But the threat spectrum emanating from North Korea under Kim Jong-un—the third dictator in the Kim dynasty—is qualitatively and quantitatively different from the threat environment that characterized the Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il eras.

Hoping for regime collapse in North Korea is neither a strategy nor a policy since such a development will have immeasurable consequences and repercussions for South Korea and the United States, as well as for China. But ignoring the growing possibility of regime instability in the DPRK is the worst possible step South Korea can take. No government should inflate North Korean threats but neither should any underemphasize them. Although it is impossible to forecast if and when the Kim regime could collapse, a perfect storm is taking shape in North Korea. The jangmadang generation, coming of age after the Arduous March, has never relied on the North Korean government to survive and has the greatest access to, and familiarity with, outside developments, especially those in South Korea. Those who lived through the tragedy of the famine pay lip service to the Kim dynasty but know all too well the grotesque menagerie of life in “earth’s paradise.” Over time, Kim’s unwillingness to enact structural economic reforms will mean that maintaining the status quo
is untenable. In more ways than one, the real North Korean crisis is just beginning. Before it is too late, Seoul and Washington must devote critical resources to developing and honing realistic operational options rather than continuing to rely on outdated scenarios and unrealistic possibilities that North Korea might willingly denuclearize.
The United States and North Korea: New Threats, New Challenges, and the Need for New Resolve

Evans J.R. Revere

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, or North Korea) continues to demonstrate to the United States and the international community that it poses a major, growing threat to peninsular, regional, and extraregional peace and stability. In 2024 this threat has intensified and metastasized in troubling ways, underscoring the need for the United States and its allies and partners to further strengthen defense and deterrence arrangements, even as they try to engage the regime in Pyongyang in dialogue aimed at reducing the possibility of conflict. But the growing challenge posed by North Korea’s nuclear weapons and ballistic missile development programs and the regime’s increasingly confrontational posture will make dialogue difficult, if not impossible. Indeed, with the U.S. presidential election on the horizon, Pyongyang can be expected to increase tensions with Washington, both to demonstrate its hostility toward the Biden administration’s policies and to pressure the next U.S. administration to change its approach.

We can expect the regime to try to keep the United States and its allies off balance, including by increasing ballistic missile development, testing, and production; conducting a seventh nuclear test; escalating threatening rhetoric; and trumpeting its status as a permanent nuclear power, while demanding that the United States and the international community accept it as such. This behavior derives directly from the regime’s core strategic goals, its traditional tactics, and the approach North Korean leader Kim Jong-un is adopting—including a radical new posture vis-à-vis the Republic of Korea (ROK, or South Korea), a new partnership with Russia, and strengthened ties with China and Iran—as he refines his unique leadership style and moves out from under the shadow of his father and grandfather.

Today, North Korea stresses that its nuclear status is irreversible and leaves no doubt that it regards its possession of nuclear weapons as the best and only guarantee of the regime’s most treasured
aspiration—the continuation of the Kim family regime. Additionally, permanent possession of nuclear weapons supports other core goals of the regime, which include weakening the U.S.-ROK alliance, convincing the United States to reduce its military presence on the Korean Peninsula, and eliminating the tactical and strategic assets the United States deploys in the region against North Korea. Pyongyang believes that attaining these goals will not only give it the security it seeks but also enable it to achieve strategic dominance over the South, setting the stage for the reunification of the peninsula on its own terms.

This essay argues that the quest to convince North Korea to relinquish the country’s nuclear status through negotiations will ultimately prove fruitless and that the United States and its allies would do better to seek a new approach focused on forcing Pyongyang to choose between regime survival and nuclear weapons. The first two sections examine efforts to denuclearize North Korea in light of Pyongyang’s core goals. The next section assesses North Korea’s decision to abandon its policy of dialogue and reconciliation with South Korea. The essay then turns to consider North Korea’s rebuilding of partnerships with Russia and China. The essay concludes with possible steps forward for policymakers in the United States and its allies to address the evolving challenge from North Korea.

The Demise of Denuclearization

After decades of effort across several U.S. administrations and tenacious, creative work by U.S. negotiators, the United States today is further away than ever from achieving its goal of denuclearizing North Korea. There no longer is any serious prospect of ending Pyongyang’s nuclear program. This is not to criticize current policy, nor does it dismiss the value of past efforts aimed at making progress toward the denuclearization goal. Rather, it simply describes the reality U.S. policymakers now face. It also reminds us that the main obstacle to denuclearization has never been a lack of effort by the United States.

For decades, the essence of the challenge facing U.S. negotiators was encapsulated in a question once posed by a member of the U.S. negotiating team at a staff meeting during the Clinton administration: “Is there a price the United States would be prepared to pay, and which North Korea would

---

be willing to accept, that would result in Pyongyang’s abandonment of its nuclear weapons program?”

Reflecting on the proposals and concessions made by U.S. negotiators over the decades, and the failure of these to gain traction, we know today that there was nothing the United States could have put on the table that would have convinced the DPRK to end its nuclear program. Washington’s inducements and incentives included normalization of diplomatic relations, establishment of liaison offices (and, eventually, embassies), sanctions easing and removal, economic aid, food and agricultural assistance, provision of fuel, construction of light-water nuclear reactors, U.S. presidential declarations of non-hostility, and military and security guarantees. None of these offers worked, not because they lacked in willingness or sincerity but because North Korea’s primary interest was becoming a nuclear power. Nuclear weapons and the missiles designed to deliver those weapons have become core elements of the DPRK’s political, diplomatic, and military strategies—they are part of the regime’s strategic DNA.

Today, it is inconceivable that the regime would ever abandon a nuclear arsenal that it believes is the only thing preventing the United States and other “hostile powers” from ending the Kim family’s rule. The DPRK has invested billions in developing its nuclear weapons and missile delivery systems. Pyongyang has endured isolation, pressure, sanctions, and privation to build this arsenal. North Korea has enshrined its nuclear status in its constitution, established a wartime nuclear use doctrine, and gone as far as to suggest it could strike first with its nuclear arsenal, even in the absence of a U.S. or allied attack. Barring the regime’s collapse, a change in the regime, or Washington’s adoption of a risky policy that would present Pyongyang with a stark choice between denuclearization or the end of the regime, North Korea’s nuclear status is now permanent.

Yet U.S. policymakers, who are neither naïve nor delusional, continue to chant the mantra of denuclearization. So, too, do senior South Korean and Japanese officials. Policymakers in Washington, Seoul, and Tokyo know how deeply committed Pyongyang is to its status as a nuclear power, and they understand that their longtime vision of a denuclearized DPRK is no longer possible. But they also realize abandoning denuclearization as a policy goal would be interpreted by some as de facto acceptance of a permanently

---

nuclear-armed North Korea. Policymakers understand the damage such a move would do to the international nuclear nonproliferation regime.

U.S. policymakers also know that ending the pursuit of a denuclearized North Korea would signal to the United States’ key Asian allies that they would have to live permanently with a nuclear-armed, hostile neighbor. This could undermine allied confidence in the United States and its extended deterrent and likely lead to an upsurge in interest among regional allies in acquiring their own nuclear weapons. So, for the foreseeable future, the denuclearization of North Korea will likely remain the stated goal of U.S. policy, albeit surely a chimera.

Meanwhile, to induce Pyongyang to return to the negotiating table, the Biden administration has declared that the United States is prepared to pursue “interim steps” on the road to denuclearization and that there is no expectation that denuclearization can or must occur all at once. This assurance is designed in part to dispel the persistent myth, held by some critics of the U.S. administration, that the United States’ policy requires the DPRK’s full and immediate disarmament. But it will do nothing to appeal to North Korea’s leadership, which has no intention of discussing denuclearization and already knows the actual requirements of U.S. policy.

What’s Next?

However, Pyongyang may be interested in other aspects of recent U.S. statements suggesting that interim steps could include discussion of confidence building and “threat” or “risk” reduction. Such talk suggests Washington policymakers may now be prepared to set their sights lower and focus on goals other than denuclearization, including seeking ways to slow or freeze the DPRK’s increasingly dangerous WMD programs. If in fact threat or risk reduction means U.S. willingness to engage in arms control discussions with North Korea, Pyongyang may be interested.

In the spring of 2012, North Korea’s then foreign minister, speaking to a gathering of U.S. experts and former senior officials, made the case for the United States and North Korea to engage in arms control talks “as one

---


nuclear power with another.” He implied that this was a logical waystation until the United States and the DPRK could find the means to build enough confidence to allow North Korea to “consider” denuclearization. In this context, U.S. references to interim steps could be appealing to Pyongyang.

If this is indeed what U.S. policymakers are thinking, then the United States may be moving toward seeking a dialogue with North Korea that would try to manage, rather than eliminate, the risk posed by Pyongyang’s nuclear and missile arsenals, reduce the possibility of miscalculation, limit the scope of its arsenal, and take other measures to deal with Pyongyang’s nuclear challenge short of actual denuclearization. But if this is the plan, U.S. officials already know that every previous U.S.-DPRK denuclearization negotiation was based on the idea of building confidence, enhancing transparency, reducing the threat, and moving toward the denuclearization of North Korea via a “freeze” of some or all elements of its nuclear program. They also know that every one of the agreements reached in these negotiations ultimately failed because of North Korea’s deceit, misrepresentation, and determination to become a nuclear weapons power at all costs. That determination has not waned.

In pursuing talks with Pyongyang about goals short of denuclearization, the United States would necessarily have to offer inducements and incentives, perhaps including concessions that Washington was once only prepared to offer in exchange for actual denuclearization. Should Pyongyang agree to risk reduction or arms control negotiations, the regime will demand much in return, including the end of economic and other sanctions. To the degree that the United States would be prepared to offer such inducements, it would eliminate key elements of the very leverage that Washington once held in reserve to achieve the DPRK’s denuclearization.

Pyongyang will also almost certainly demand elimination of the “threat” posed by the U.S.-ROK alliance, the presence of U.S. forces in and near South Korea, and the withdrawal of tactical and strategic assets that threaten the DPRK. In the above-referenced comments by the former North Korean foreign minister, when asked to define the “threat” his government sought to eliminate as part of any dialogue with the United States, he specifically cited those three goals. In subsequent conversations with DPRK

---
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officials at Track 1.5 and Track 2 events about the former foreign minister’s comments and the U.S. “threat,” they have made clear that, for a nuclear-armed North Korea, arms control is not about limiting its arsenal; the DPRK aims to reduce the ability of the United States to defend its ROK ally against the North.

As we see new efforts to bring North Korea back to the negotiating table, we must ask whether anything has changed in the DPRK’s longtime determination to be a nuclear weapons state. It is also fair to ask why, after acting deceptively regarding its nuclear program for decades, Pyongyang would now suddenly be willing to act in good faith. Would it accept the intrusive steps necessary to verify its compliance with a limitation or freeze on its nuclear program? Before it became a de facto nuclear weapons power, the DPRK vigorously opposed verification, and more than once the result was the collapse of denuclearization dialogue. Why would North Korea be willing to accept intrusive verification now that it has become a full-fledged nuclear state?

Decades of experience at the negotiating table with North Korea tell us that if the United States is prepared to engage it in talks at which the U.S.-ROK alliance, the U.S. military presence in Korea, and the U.S. deterrent are on the table, Pyongyang may well be interested in such a conversation. If Washington’s goal would be to limit the size or the rate of growth of Pyongyang’s nuclear arsenal, the DPRK might accept such a dialogue but, as it has done in the past, offer unverifiable, deceptive, and false promises to the United States in return for major U.S. concessions.

The Biden administration is under increasing pressure to “do something” about the DPRK’s nuclear and missile programs, as Pyongyang continues to make significant strides in increasing its nuclear and missile threats. At the same time, groundless assertions that North Korea has made a “strategic decision” to go to war have no doubt increased the pressure on the Biden administration to take steps to prevent such a possibility.9 Such assertions have been debunked and roundly rejected by most North Korea experts and by U.S. and ROK officials, but their frequent repetition by the press has created a false sense of urgency about Pyongyang’s intentions.10

10 Ibid.
Finally, a U.S. policy that focuses on goals short of denuclearization will raise deep concerns in Seoul and Tokyo. An arms control or risk reduction approach would be widely viewed as accepting a permanently nuclear-armed DPRK. Reports indicate that South Korean officials are already seeking assurances from the United States about its intentions. Importantly, North Korea would no longer see the subject of the U.S. policy approach as whether the DPRK should be a nuclear state but rather how many weapons it will have. It is hard to imagine this approach being acceptable to the United States’ two main East Asian allies, who would see themselves as being relegated to living under a permanent threat. It is also impossible to believe that the United States’ East Asian allies would support the idea that their respective U.S. alliances, and the presence of the U.S. forces in the region that guarantee their security, would be on the table in any future negotiation with North Korea.

Brothers and Sisters No More

A major U.S. and allied concern today is North Korea’s decision to abandon its policy of dialogue, reconciliation, and eventual reunification with South Korea. For decades, Pyongyang and Seoul have engaged in on-again, off-again talks aimed at reducing tension, enhancing transparency, and establishing an arrangement by which the two states could seek reconciliation and lay the groundwork for a united Korea. Pursuit of such dialogue has been the main pillar of every progressive South Korean president’s policy toward North Korea since Kim Dae-jung, who famously traveled to Pyongyang to meet with then North Korean leader Kim Jong-il in June 2000. For decades, South Korea’s progressives have defined themselves and their party’s ideology by the pursuit of conciliatory policies toward North Korea, which South Korean conservatives have frequently criticized as “appeasement.” Kim Jong-un’s decision to end dialogue with Seoul, terminate the DPRK’s goal of reunification, and define South Korea as a

foreign, alien state rather than part of the Korean nation came as a surprise to the South. If Seoul’s conservative government was surprised, its liberals and progressives were stunned, since Kim’s move effectively demolished the foundation of their longtime approach to North Korea.

This major North Korean shift seems to have had several goals. First, it sends South Korea’s conservative government, which has been particularly firm in its policy toward Pyongyang, a definitive message that the DPRK will never work with it. By slamming the door on dialogue with President Yoon’s government, Pyongyang has ended any hope Yoon may have had that his inducement-laden “audacious initiative” would gain traction in North Korea.14

Second, Kim has shaken South Korea’s progressive camp to its core, leaving liberals searching for a new raison d’être when it comes to North-South relations and for a new way of appealing to progressive voters who could once be relied upon to support the Democratic Party’s pro-engagement line. A canny observer of South Korean politics, Kim may have calculated that the likely reaction of the South’s progressive camp would be to pressure the Yoon government to ease its policies toward North Korea to “avoid war.” South Korea’s liberal press has done exactly that, castigating the Yoon government, rather than Kim, for the North’s break with the South.15

Third, some observers believe Kim’s decision was driven by fear of the South’s ability to use its cultural dominance to undermine the North’s closed system.16 It is possible Kim may believe, perhaps thanks to his Russian and Chinese guarantors, that he has achieved a certain strength in dealing with the South and no longer needs the occasional economic and agricultural gifts that ROK progressives once provided to keep the North at the negotiating table. In the military arena, Kim has made North Korea a nuclear and missile power with the ability to target all of South Korea, giving Pyongyang a significant level of confidence and psychological advantage as it deals with Seoul. With his Russian and Chinese patrons guaranteeing economic, food, and fuel assistance, and with Moscow and Beijing both blocking any new UN Security Council sanctions and actively undercutting


existing ones, Kim may now feel confident enough to dispense with the traditional North-South niceties and seek to turn his military advantages into political and diplomatic ones.

Finally, Kim’s decision to end any pretense of reconciliation and cooperation may signal that Pyongyang now believes the political, military, and diplomatic environment may be improving for the North to realize its long-held goal—unification of the peninsula under the DPRK’s rule. By ending dialogue and portraying South Korea not as a state populated by fellow Koreans and a partner in reconciliation but rather as an alien entity and enemy of the DPRK, Kim’s move provides a justification for military action and a “war of liberation” against the South in the event of a crisis. Unification by conquest has been the North Korean game plan since the beginning of the Korean War. Over the years, the regime has often found it useful to hide its intentions behind a facade of reconciliation and reunification dialogue. Today, Pyongyang no longer sees a need for such a charade. The “quiet part” of North Korean intentions is now being said out loud.

The Axis of Mischief

One of the most dramatic developments in recent months has been the forging of a new partnership between North Korea and Russia. Intense diplomacy between Moscow and Pyongyang, including Kim’s visit to the Russian Far East in 2023 and Vladimir Putin’s visit to Pyongyang in 2024, has led to a special relationship between the two, with major implications for North Korea’s survival; Pyongyang’s ability to threaten South Korea, the United States, and Japan; Russia’s prosecution of its war against Ukraine; and, by extension, Moscow’s confrontation with NATO.

Thanks to Pyongyang’s strong “tilt” toward Moscow, North Korea now has a valuable potential source of much-needed missile, satellite, and conventional military technology as well as other assistance. By taking advantage of Russia’s logistical need for artillery shells and rockets, Kim has earned Putin’s appreciation and willingness to support the DPRK in return. Russia’s war against Ukraine has been a remarkable gift of leverage to North Korea.

It is unclear what Moscow has promised in return for Pyongyang’s diplomatic support for Russia’s war and provision of ammunition for Russian combat operations. But Kim’s trip to Russia’s Far East saw him visit air, submarine, and space-related facilities—so we have an idea of
what may have been on his shopping list.\textsuperscript{17} With North Korea’s economic and agricultural production situation still dire, Kim has welcomed Russia’s willingness to provide grain, fertilizer, and fuel shipments—the last of which appears to be in violation of UN Security Council sanctions.\textsuperscript{18}

The Biden administration is deeply concerned about the trajectory of Russia–North Korea relations and the implications for the United States, the U.S.-ROK and U.S.-Japan alliances, Ukraine, and NATO if Russia–North Korea ties include a significant military and technology transfer component. North Korea’s acquisition of new ballistic missile guidance, stage separation, satellite launch, and submarine technologies would significantly enhance its threat to its neighbors, U.S. alliance partners, and the United States.

Meanwhile, North Korea’s provision of artillery shells to Russia has enabled Moscow’s forces to sustain offensive operations in new and dangerous ways. North Korean artillery shells and missiles are today killing Ukrainian forces and civilians. Although Pyongyang’s assistance may not be the decisive factor in the outcome of the Russia-Ukraine war, North Korean military aid is weakening Ukraine’s ability to defend itself and is directly undermining U.S. and NATO objectives. At the same time, use of North Korean weaponry on the battlefield is providing Pyongyang with valuable information that will allow the DPRK to improve its weapons systems.

While the specifics of Russia’s quid pro quo for North Korean military aid remain unclear, Moscow’s diplomatic actions on behalf of Pyongyang have been important. By vetoing the extension of the mandate of the UN Security Council’s Panel of Experts, Russia has terminated the work of a body that was providing vitally important information on the implementation and effectiveness of international sanctions on the DPRK. The end of the Panel of Experts’ mandate will make it easier for both Russia and China to prevent the international community from obtaining a clear picture of what Moscow and Beijing are doing to undermine the very sanctions they once voted to support.\textsuperscript{19}
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Given Pyongyang’s strong relations with both Moscow and Beijing, North Korea now has two permanent members of the UN Security Council who have its back and who can block future Security Council actions against the DPRK. China and Russia will also be prepared to look the other way as their government and private entities continue to violate UN sanctions. With Moscow and Beijing now blocking action against the DPRK, the days when the UN Security Council was able to serve as an effective international institution for pressuring North Korea are over. Russian and Chinese diplomatic and political support, together with technical, military, agricultural, and economic aid, are allowing the North Korean regime to act with confidence and impunity as the regime continues to violate international norms and defy the UN Security Council.

China, meanwhile, is guarding its alliance relations with North Korea jealously, including by dispatching a senior Chinese official to Pyongyang in April 2024 to celebrate 75 years of DPRK-Chinese relations.\(^{20}\) Beijing has a major stake in keeping its aid and assistance channels to North Korea open to maintain influence and to balance Russia’s efforts. At the same time, Beijing probably also wants to prevent Russia from providing North Korea with so much aid that Kim becomes overly emboldened and engages in military provocations that might affect China’s security. China is also surely pleased to see how North Korea’s military advances are complicating the military planning processes of the United States and its South Korean and Japanese allies. For Beijing, North Korea is an especially useful tool both in China’s ongoing confrontation with the United States and in its strained ties with both South Korea and Japan.

Nonetheless, Beijing remains concerned with the possibility of instability or conflict on its northeastern border, which explains why the Biden administration continues to press Beijing to use its influence with North Korea. But such efforts have largely fallen on deaf ears. China long ago decided that it would no longer “do favors” for the United States in dealing with North Korea.\(^ {21}\) As long as Pyongyang avoids creating a crisis on China’s border, Beijing is likely to remain comfortable with the actions and the trajectory of its North Korean ally.\(^ {22}\)

---


22 Ibid., 9.
North Korea is also focusing on relations with Iran—a fellow provider of arms for Russia’s war effort. Pyongyang previously worked closely with Tehran on ballistic missile development in a relationship that dates back to the Iran-Iraq War. While Iran has subsequently made significant, independent advances in missile development, renewed Iranian–North Korean cooperation on ballistic missiles could pose a major challenge to the United States’ interests, including its support of Ukraine and its special military relationship with Israel. At the same time, potential cooperation on nuclear weapons between Tehran and Pyongyang would be deeply problematic for the United States, its allies, and the international community.  

U.S. Policy: What Is to Be Done?

U.S. policymakers today face a North Korean threat growing in scope, intensity, and danger. The DPRK not only poses a major challenge to the United States and its regional allies in East Asia but also is now undermining U.S. and NATO goals in Ukraine. North Korea proves the indivisibility of security between the United States’ Asian and European alliances, demonstrating the need for cross-alliance partnerships to deal with this new problem.

With no existing restraints on North Korea’s ability to enhance its nuclear capabilities, U.S. policymakers may be strongly tempted to do whatever it takes to get Pyongyang back to the negotiating table. But decades of failed U.S.-DPRK talks tell us that this is a fool’s errand. The regime in Pyongyang is more determined than ever for North Korea to remain a nuclear power. Experience has taught us that North Korea will do, say, or promise whatever it takes to remain a nuclear state. The United States paid a dear price for its failure to understand this adequately in the past. This mistake must not be repeated. Wishful thinking and hopes that North Korea has changed will only make things worse. Former president Donald Trump’s statement after the Singapore summit with Kim in 2018 that “there is no longer a nuclear threat from North Korea” seems even more absurd today than it did at the time. It reminds us of the danger of pursuing the illusion of progress on denuclearization.

---


We also know that the only dialogue Kim may be interested in is one that accepts his country’s nuclear status, drives wedges between the United States and its allies, weakens the U.S. extended deterrent, and removes U.S. forces from the Korean Peninsula. For Kim, “arms control” means controlling the capabilities that the United States would use to aid its allies in a crisis. That is a dialogue the United States should avoid at all costs.

Going forward, the United States must respond to Pyongyang’s latest moves vigorously and in close coordination with its Asian and NATO partners. The first task will be to establish a new mechanism that applies, enforces, and monitors the strongest possible international sanctions on the DPRK in ways that neither Beijing nor Moscow can block. New sanctions should build on what we have learned from the Panel of Experts about the deficiencies of previous measures, with a special focus on cutting off the DPRK from the international banking and financial system. This includes targeting Russian and Chinese banks and other institutions that help Pyongyang avoid current UN sanctions. Now that China and Russia have made clear where they stand when it comes to keeping the DPRK afloat, the United States can set aside its previous reluctance to target Russian and Chinese entities out of fear it would affect relations with Beijing and Moscow.

Pyongyang and Moscow must understand they will pay a major price for their cooperation in the war against Ukraine and undermining NATO’s efforts to help Kyiv. A good place to start would be to convince South Korea to help Ukraine directly. Russia is quietly working to enhance North Korea’s capabilities in ways that undermine ROK security, and North Korea is reciprocating by arming Russia with weapons that are killing Ukrainians and making a Ukrainian defeat more likely. A decision by South Korea, one of the world’s leading producers of highly sophisticated weaponry, to provide substantial military equipment and ammunition to Ukraine would be a fitting response.

Finally, returning to the nuclear question, over the years, trying to manage the North Korean nuclear threat by pursuing denuclearization dialogue, negotiating freezes, and offering the DPRK packages of inducements and rewards has produced only failure. Future efforts to launch similar dialogues are destined to be similarly fruitless. Since North Korea’s desire for nuclear weapons derives from its belief that these weapons will bring security and ensure regime survival, U.S. policy should focus on convincing the regime that the opposite is true—that is, that nuclear weapons will only bring the regime’s demise closer.
This entails developing an approach that forces Pyongyang to choose between regime survival and nuclear weapons. This will be risky and difficult but not impossible. Pursuing this path should begin with a highly focused and deeply coordinated package of sanctions and other diplomatic, military, and political measures, taken in concert with the United States’ NATO and Asian allies. These measures must make clear to Kim that as long as he pursues the development of nuclear weapons and their delivery systems, his people will suffer, his regime will be challenged, and his prospects for survival will be ever more dim.

Over the decades, we have learned what drives North Korea. The key lesson is that the Kim regime’s overarching goal is its own survival. It is time to test whether Kim would be prepared to give up his nuclear weapons in order to survive. An effective policy approach must constantly remind Kim of the pain, isolation, suffering, and deprivation that he and his people will endure until he makes the right choice. There is a chance that a rational North Korean leader, faced with this dismal future, would do the right thing. Therein lies the last best hope for a denuclearized North Korea.
Grappling with Great-Power Competition: China Bandwagons with Petulant North Korea

Andrew Scobell

Across the decades China has tolerated North Korean episodes of saber-rattling and provocations with fluctuating levels of irritation and ire. The level of indignation approached a breaking point in the late 2010s when relations between Beijing and Pyongyang seemed to plunge to an all-time low. It is worth recalling that as 2018 dawned, Xi Jinping, China’s paramount leader since 2012, had yet to hold a tête-à-tête with neighboring dictator Kim Jong-un. Xi’s disdain for Kim paralleled the virulent animus among the Chinese people for the obese North Korean dictator, his underfed minions, and malnourished millions.¹ Pyongyang never seemed to consult—let alone coordinate—with Beijing on anything, certainly not when scheduling its nuclear tests and missile launches. Indeed, the timings of the tests and launches became key irritants for Chinese leaders and the Chinese people. A central manifestation of Beijing’s animus was a refusal by Xi to meet with his North Korean counterpart.

Summit Racing

In early 2018, after more than five years without direct top-level contact, a flurry of meetings between Xi and Kim transpired within the space of three months. The first was held in March, a second was held in May, and a third took place in June. The impetus for these rapid-fire face-to-face meetings was the dramatic announcement of a forthcoming summit between the North Korean dictator and U.S. president Donald Trump. This unprecedented breakthrough event appeared to catch China flatfooted, and Beijing scrambled to arrange its own top-level meetings with Pyongyang first before and then after the June U.S.–North Korea summit in Singapore. The prospect of impending rapprochement between China’s most truculent
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neighbor—a putative client state—and Beijing’s most formidable strategic competitor prompted a remarkably swift thaw across the Yalu River.

Then, in 2019, two more meetings within the span of six months bookended the February Trump-Kim summit in Hanoi. In January Xi welcomed Kim to China, and then in late June Xi made his first official visit as China’s top leader to Pyongyang. While the first four meetings were held quietly, the fifth was an official visit held with fanfare. Noteworthy is that this was not Xi’s first visit to the Korean Peninsula as China’s head of state. Xi had traveled to Seoul five years earlier.

**Geostrategy in Northeast Asia**

What explains Xi’s sudden about-turn on North Korea? The answer lies in the acute geostrategic vulnerabilities felt by China’s Communist rulers. For Beijing, the Korean Peninsula is a highly sensitive piece of real estate, and Chinese leaders pay extremely close attention to this locale. Korea constitutes a key point of overland access to China. Indeed, back in 2014, Foreign Minister Wang Yi publicly referred to the peninsula as China’s *menkou* (doorway).² In Beijing’s historical memory, Korea constituted the entry point for the Japanese Imperial Army’s early twentieth century invasion of China. Moreover, in late 1950, China’s newly installed Communist rulers feared Korea would become the invasion route into the country for U.S. forces who were streaming across the 38th parallel with an unobstructed northward advance toward the Yalu.

While in 2017 China feared that rising tensions on the peninsula would escalate into war with a second U.S. invasion of North Korea imminent, by the spring of 2018, this fear of a cataclysmic conflict on China’s doorstep had switched to alarm over the almost equally shocking specter of peace breaking out on the Korean Peninsula and satellite Pyongyang recalibrating its trajectory away from Beijing toward Washington. Yet, the fact that the two Trump-Kim summits—June 2018 in Singapore and February 2019 in Hanoi—saw no meaningful follow-up or substantive breakthrough in U.S.–North Korea relations almost certainly came as a relief to Xi and his Politburo colleagues.

---

As U.S.-China relations markedly deteriorated in subsequent years, North Korea’s value in Beijing’s eyes only increased. Why? Because in Northeast Asia, Chinese leaders perceive the balance of hard power as skewed heavily against China in favor of the United States and its allies. Staunch U.S. allies Japan and South Korea possess potent armed forces that are interoperable with the mighty U.S. military. In contrast, China has only one formal ally in Northeast Asia: North Korea, by dint of a 1961 pact. On the one hand, North Korea has the world’s fourth-largest armed forces in terms of manpower as well as a growing arsenal of ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons. On the other hand, the armed forces of China and North Korea do not exercise or train together, and there is neither interoperability nor mechanisms for combined command and control. Furthermore, Japan and South Korea are each economic powerhouses with sophisticated tech sectors. By contrast, North Korea remains an economic basket case as the regime continues to be incapable of feeding its own people or providing adequately for their material needs. In short, Pyongyang constitutes a sorry excuse for an ally but remains the only facsimile of one Beijing has in Northeast Asia.

What about Russia?

While in recent years China-Russia relations have assumed alliance-like characteristics, ties between the two do not yet constitute a full-blown alliance. Although the two militaries have engaged in joint exercises in an array of locations, including East Asia with a particularly eye-catching display of Chinese and Russian bombers flying along the eastern coast of the Korean Peninsula in December 2023, these exercises appear to reveal two militaries functioning in parallel rather than operating together. Moreover, the deployment of Russian military forces in the Far East theater is extremely modest in contrast to the bulk of Moscow’s order of battle located closer to Europe, including significant employment of ground forces in Ukraine. Yet, China remains a major market for Russian armaments, and China recently has also provided Russia with nonlethal equipment. Beijing has, however, refrained from increasing its level of military assistance to Russia as the war in Ukraine drags on. China appears reluctant to qualitatively up the armaments it provides to Moscow because Beijing does not want to alienate Europe or unnecessarily antagonize the United States.

---
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The Ukraine conflict has produced a warming in ties between Moscow and Pyongyang. Kim held a summit with Vladimir Putin in September 2023 in the Russian Far East. Russian foreign minister Sergey Lavrov visited Pyongyang in October 2023 and Putin visited in June 2024. Moreover, North Korea has helped alleviate Russian munition shortages by providing some 7,000 containers of ammunition since 2023.4

Chinese leaders are concerned about the thickening relationship between Russia and North Korea.5 Beijing and Moscow have long jockeyed for influence in Pyongyang.6 Successive North Korean leaders proved adept over the years during the Cold War and after in exploiting the Beijing-Moscow rivalry. It is worth recalling that China’s formal security pact with North Korea was signed not in the early 1950s when their two armies were fighting shoulder-to-shoulder in the Korean War but, strangely, in 1961. Why? Because the then Soviet Union signed a Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance with North Korea in July 1961. China’s competing agreement with North Korea came less than a week later. Kim Il-sung traveled expeditiously from Moscow to Beijing to sign back-to-back treaties ensuring Pyongyang had not one but two formal external security guarantors.

While Moscow’s treaty with Pyongyang had lapsed, China’s treaty with North Korea remained technically in effect, and until Russia and North Korea signed a new treaty with a mutual defense clause in June 2024, it was notably the only such alliance treaty that Beijing and Pyongyang possessed. In April 2024, Zhao Leji, formally the head of the National People’s Congress—China’s rubber stamp parliament—but more importantly the third-highest-ranking leader of the Chinese Communist Party, visited North Korea to strengthen ties and mark the 75th anniversary of formal diplomatic relations between the People’s Republic of China and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.7 Zhao is the most senior Chinese leader to visit Pyongyang since the outbreak of Covid-19.

---

Balancing or Bandwagoning?

Great-power competition tends to be seen as synonymous with the U.S.-China rivalry. However, strategic competition is much more than a two-player game—other parties play key roles. This includes not just other great powers like Russia but also truculent lesser powers such as North Korea.

North Korea has a severe asymmetry of power in comparison with other more sizeable states. Yet little North Korea has played the game of great-power competition with impressive aplomb. Pyongyang has skillfully played Beijing, Moscow, and Washington off against each other, which raises the question of whether China’s behavior vis-à-vis North Korea should be characterized as “balancing” or “bandwagoning.” Normally, it would be the lesser power that balances or bandwagons with the greater power. Arguably, Beijing’s relationship with Pyongyang has been anything but normal. Moreover, in this case, it may be more accurate to describe China as bandwagoning with North Korea. Indeed, if bandwagoning is conceived of as a strategy adopted by a state when the said state perceives itself to be weak or disadvantaged, then this term is entirely apt. China considers itself very vulnerable in Northeast Asia and discerns no good options. The least bad policy option for Beijing is to bandwagon with small but geostrategically important Pyongyang against its great-power rivals and allies. That said, this bandwagoning policy significantly constrains and narrows China’s policy options, including meaningful cooperation or coordination on the North Korea issue with other powers, such as the United States, Japan, and South Korea.

---

Going Tactical: North Korea and Two-State Theory in War Strategy

Hideya Kurata

MD development by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, or North Korea) corresponds with the “war deterrent strategy” and the “war strategy” laid out by Kim Jong-un in a speech to the plenum conference held by the Central Committee of the Workers’ Party of Korea (WPK) in March 2013.¹ The so-called war deterrent strategy is one of minimal deterrence in which the country’s nuclear capabilities, consisting of countervalue intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), are sufficient to make the United States hesitate to launch a nuclear attack. The so-called war strategy, meanwhile, envisions a war in which a conventional armed conflict between the DPRK and the Republic of Korea (ROK, or South Korea) escalates with the intervention of the United States Forces Korea (USFK) on behalf of the South. In such a case, North Korea has indicated that it could employ tactical nuclear weapons (TNWs)—nuclear weapons of limited explosiveness and range—against the U.S.-ROK Combined Forces, and may even do so preemptively. By obtaining weapons that neither South Korea nor the USFK possesses, North Korea alone can gain an advantage—escalation dominance—in preventing the USFK from intervening and escalation in an all-out war.

These two strategies also correspond to North Korea’s principles of nuclear use. Since the war deterrent strategy is aimed at deterring nuclear attacks by the United States, ICBMs would not be used first; rather, they constitute second-strike capabilities. When North Korea declares a “no first use” policy for its nuclear weapons, it assumes a war deterrent strategy. In contrast, the war strategy assumes first use, given that it incorporates TNWs

¹ “Report on the March 2013 Plenary Meeting of the KWP Central Committee,” Rodong sinmun, April 1, 2013. The titles of the articles and quotations from North Korea’s printed official organs are hereafter based on the English texts distributed by the Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) while confirming against the Korean texts. English texts quoted in this essay are available at http://www.kcna.co.jp/idex-e.htm.
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that neither South Korea nor the USFK possesses.2 As such, North Korea’s conflicting public statements about no first use and the preemptive use of nuclear weapons are not necessarily intended to be ambiguous, given that North Korea envisions two kinds of wars with two different strategies.

The Five-Year Plan for Scientific Development of National Defense and Weapon System Development disclosed by Kim Jong-un at the 8th Congress of the WPK in January 2021 included the development of solid-fueled ICBMs, nuclear submarines, and TNWs. Subsequent North Korean weapons development has by and large proceeded according to this plan. Solid-fueled ICBMs were achieved with the Hwasong-18 launched on April 25, 2023. North Korea also claims to have successfully developed small nuclear warheads to be fitted on short-range missiles—TNW—which it tested from an underground silo in March 2023, followed by the launch of a “tactical nuclear attack submarine.”3 Solid-fueled ICBMs serve the war deterrent strategy, whereas TNWs constitute the nuclear forces that would be tapped in the war strategy.

This essay illuminates the DPRK regime’s recent thinking on its war strategy and how TNWs fit into its concepts of preemption and escalation, as well as what it means for North Korea to favor entrenchment of a two-state peninsula. This is followed by a section considering the implications for the U.S.-ROK deterrence posture.

The Gravity of the War Strategy: Preemption and Escalation

Statements made by North Korean leaders before Yoon Suk Yeol took office specifically referred to TNWs and the war strategy. Kim Yo-jong, Kim Jong-un’s sister and vice department director of the WPK Central Committee, stated, “It is the primary mission of the nuclear force to prevent such war before anything else,” but added that “in case of war, its mission will convert into the one of eliminating the enemy’s armed forces

---


at a strike,” declaring that nuclear weapons will be used as a counterforce.\(^4\) She also claimed that “if South Korea, for any reason...opts for such military action as 'preemptive strike’...the situation will change. In that case, South Korea itself will become a target.”\(^5\) Kim Yo-jong’s confutation targeted the remarks on “preemptive strike” made by Suh Wook, the defense minister of the Moon Jae-in administration, just prior to the transition to the Yoon Suk Yeol administration.\(^6\) Suh referred to the kill chain that forms one axis of the “Three-Axis System” that was envisioned under the conservative Park Geun-hye administration but stalled under the progressive Moon administration. According to the kill chain leg of the strategy, if South Korea detects signs of a North Korean missile launch, it will neutralize it on the latter’s soil. Suh’s statement followed on the heels of Yoon’s call for the activation of the Three-Axis System during the presidential election campaign.\(^7\)

Against this backdrop, Kim Jong-un has reiterated and clarified these two strategies and their conflicting principles regarding nuclear weapon use. In his April 25, 2022, speech on the 90th anniversary of the founding of the Korean People’s Revolutionary Army, Kim stated: “The fundamental mission of our nuclear forces is to deter a war, but our nukes can never be confined to the single mission of war deterrent even at a time when a situation we are not desirous of at all is created on this land.”\(^8\) He went on to say that “if any forces try to violate the fundamental interests of our state, our nuclear forces will have to decisively accomplish [their] unexpected second mission.”\(^9\)

Not long after this exchange of verbal hostilities, in September 2022, Kim called for “expand[ing] the space for the operation of tactical nukes and diversify[ing] their application means on a higher stage” at the 7th

---

\(^4\) Kim Yo-jong, “Press Statement of Vice Department Director of C.C., WPK Kim Yo Jong,” Rodong sinmun, April 5, 2022.
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Session of the 14th Supreme People’s Assembly (SPA).\(^{10}\) Following his speech, the SPA promulgated the Law on Nuclear Policy on Nuclear Forces (“Nuclear Use Law”). Article 6 of this law lists the five conditions for nuclear use, characterized by an inclination toward lowering the nuclear threshold: the use of nuclear weapons would be authorized not only in response to a nuclear attack but also when a non-nuclear attack is deemed imminent. The conditions cited apply “in case the need for operation for preventing the expansion and protraction of a war and taking the initiative in the war in contingency is inevitably needed.”\(^{11}\) This was resonant with Kim Yo-jong’s April statement, when she criticized the ROK kill chain strategy and stated that “one’s nuclear combat force is mobilized to take initiative at the outset of war,” implying prospective deployment of TNWs.\(^{12}\)

In late December 2023, in a speech at the 9th Enlarged Plenum of the 8th WPK Central Committee, Kim Jong-un called for the Korean People’s Army to prepare for “a great event to suppress the whole territory of south Korea by mobilizing all physical means and forces including nuclear forces in contingency.”\(^{13}\) He soon after also elaborated on DPRK policy regarding the use of force at the 10th Session of the 14th SPA on January 15, 2024. He called attention to his speech referencing nuclear policy on the 90th founding anniversary of the Korean People’s Revolutionary Army in April 2022, stating that “I have already clearly mentioned the second mission of our nuclear force, in addition to its basic duty of deterring war,” implying TNWs for first use.\(^{14}\) Although he asserted that the absolute strength North Korea is cultivating is not a means for realizing “reunification by force of arms” and renounced the notion of a preemptive strike, he also included the condition: “if the enemies do not provoke us.”\(^{15}\) Notably, Kim used the Korean term hwakjeon (escalation/aggravation of battles) in expressing the coming crisis on the peninsula in both the December
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and January speeches.\textsuperscript{16} The war Kim is assuming would be armed conflict between the North and South escalated by the intervention of the USFK. North Korea’s use of force would be justified to prevent hwakjeon.

Given North Korea’s inferior conventional forces, Kim must be aware that the country cannot survive a conflict that escalates into all-out war with the intervention of the USFK without threatening to use nuclear weapons. Thus, North Korea must prevent escalation by showing readiness to attack the USFK’s commands or ROK military facilities when armed conflict is about to escalate. The deployment of TNWs on the Korean Peninsula is seen as means to prevent escalation to all-out conventional warfare owing to the intervention of the USFK. Kim Yo-jong implied as much in her statement in April 2022, and the promulgated Nuclear Use Law guarantees North Korea’s nuclear first use. It is in this context that Kim Jong-un stated in his SPA speech, “If the enemies ignite a war, our Republic will resolutely punish the enemies by mobilizing all its military forces including nuclear weapons.”\textsuperscript{17}

\textit{Two-State Theory: Shelving Unification}

Fueled by Yoon Suk Yeol’s citation of North Korea as the “main enemy”\textsuperscript{18} and his intention to strengthen U.S.–South Korean security ties, another important plank of North Korea’s policy that has recently changed and tilts toward the war strategy is a new emphasis on a two-state peninsula. In July 2023, the Korea Central News Agency (KCNA) reported a statement by Kim Yo-jong calling South Korea by its official name, the Republic of Korea, in criticism of the ROK’s military authority for defending U.S. and ROK air force drills.\textsuperscript{19} Her reference to the ROK as a separate state from North Korea was notable. The reference adhered to the customary practice of enclosing the name in quotation marks in KCNA reporting, and neither the \textit{Rodong sinmun} nor \textit{Minju choson}, the official printed news organs, reported them. Such a situation likely indicates some hesitation in positioning South Korea as a separate state and controversies within the WPK regarding North-South relations.

\textsuperscript{16} “Report on 9th Enlarged Plenum of 8th WPK Central Committee”; and “Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Makes Policy Speech at 10th Session of 14th SPA.”

\textsuperscript{17} “Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Makes Policy Speech at 10th Session of 14th SPA.”


\textsuperscript{19} Kim Yo-jong, “Press Statement of Kim Yo Jong, Vice Department Director of C.C., WPK,” KCNA, July 10, 2023; and Kim Yo-jong, “Press Statement of Kim Yo Jong, Vice Department Director of C.C., WPK,” KCNA, July 11, 2023.
During his plenum speech in December 2023, Kim Jong-un stated that “reunification can never be achieved with the ROK authorities.” Unlike the KCNA’s report of Kim Yo-jong’s statements in July, the Rodong sinmun report of Kim Jong-un’s speech dropped the use of quotation marks around the name Republic of Korea. Considering that Kim Jong-un’s own speech at the SPA in late September of the same year was reported with the name enclosed in quotation marks,20 the speech in late December may have been the conclusion to controversies within the WPK.

In his speech at the SPA in January 2024, elaborating on the two-state theory, Kim Jong-un criticized South Korea’s unification formula for bringing about the “collapse of our government” and “unification by absorption.”21 He asserted: “The north-south relations have been completely fixed into the relations between two states hostile to each other and the relations between two belligerent states, not the consanguineous or homogeneous ones anymore.”22 Kim called the maritime boundary line that North Korea declared at the Yellow Sea “the southern border” (gukgyeongseon, meaning national border) and directed authorities to take legal steps to define the territorial sphere where the DPRK’s sovereignty is exercised. He also decided to dismantle all the organizations established as solidarity bodies for peaceful reunification.23

In the past, North Korea has skillfully reconciled the agreements between the two Koreas and its own unification formula. South Korea’s unification formula, which includes intermediate steps such as a confederation of states, prescribes a “single democratic republican system” as the final form of unification. North Korea’s official unification formula called for “one nation, one state, two systems” as the final form of unification under the “Democratic Federal Republic of Koryo.” The North-South Basic Agreement in February 1992 recognized in its preface that the inter-Korean relationship is “not one between countries but a special one formed temporarily in the process of advancing toward reunification.”24 At the first inter-Korean Summit in June 2000, Kim Jong-il and Kim Dae-jung recognized that “a proposal for federation of lower stage advanced

21 “Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Makes Policy Speech at 10th Session of 14th SPA.”
22 Ibid.
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by the north side and a proposal for confederation put forth by the south side for the reunification of the country have elements in common” and “agreed to work for the reunification in this direction in the future.” Kim Jong-un’s December 2023 speech implied not only the annulment of these agreements between the two Koreas but also the withdrawal of the Democratic Federal Republic of Koryo unification formula. As long as North Korea does not constitutionally define the military demarcation line as a national border, its relations with the ROK will remain a special bilateral relationship, but Kim’s speech betrayed no visible intention to reach an agreement with South Korea to keep such a relationship peaceful.

As implied in Kim Yo-jong’s statement in April 2022, in which she said, “The north and the south of Korea are of the same nation who should not fight against each other...however, that principle could not be carried out due to Suh Wook’s ‘preemptive strike,’” Pyongyang could justify a preemptive strike against the South by not regarding South Korea as part of the same nation as North Korea. As noted above, Kim Jong-un’s December 2023 speech that referred to the Republic of Korea without quotation marks also referenced the possible use of force against the South. Kim also revealed in the speech his will to “suppress the whole territory of south Korea by mobilizing all physical means and forces including nuclear forces in contingency.” Since he has declared that North-South relations are no longer “consanguineous or homogeneous,” the regime is attempting to justify the potential use of TNWs without hesitation against the “heterogeneous” South and to seek augmented deterrence for preventing escalation.

Hostile Coexistence by Deterrence

Both the war deterrence strategy and war strategy that Kim Jong-un laid out in his March 2013 speech to the plenum of the WPK constitute North Korea’s entire nuclear posture. Initially, North Korea sought to complete its war deterrence strategy by injecting resources into developing ICBMs capable of striking the U.S. mainland. North Korea may consider such a capability as a deterrent against a direct nuclear attack from the United States, building mutual, albeit asymmetrical, nuclear deterrence between the DPRK and the United States. At the same time, North Korea

25 “North-South Joint Declaration Published,” Rodong sinmun, June 15, 2000,
has also rushed to complete its war strategy and has added increasing weight to this strategy in its nuclear posture—the deployment of TNWs for first use to prevent the escalation of an inter-Korean armed conflict on the Korean Peninsula.

The potential for the deployment of TNWs spills over into the realm of national unification. When South Korea is the target of an attack, as Kim Yo-jong suggested in her April 2022 statement, it can be justified by the assertion that the South is no longer part of the same nation as the North. Kim Jong-un’s speeches at the December 2023 WPK plenum and the January 2024 SPA session justified the use of TNW because South Korea is no longer a “consanguineous or homogeneous” part of the Korean Peninsula. Although the two-state theory was facilitated by Yoon Suk Yeol’s labeling of North Korea as the “main enemy” and his government’s efforts to strengthen security ties with the United States and Japan, the two-state theory derives from North Korea’s nuclear posture.

Kim Jong-un denies the use of force for unification and preemptive strikes. Therefore, how does he intend to define relations with the South? The two-state theory of a divided Korean nation recalls the two-state theory advocated by Walter Ulbricht, chair of the Council of State of the German Democratic Republic (East Germany) early in the Cold War. Ulbricht advocated a two-state theory on the grounds that East Germany, as a proletarian nation-state, was a nation “heterogeneous” to that of the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany). When West Germany attempted to diplomatically approach Romania in the 1960s, Ulbricht called on the Warsaw bloc countries to refrain from establishing diplomatic relations with West Germany until Bonn recognized East Germany as a sovereign state (this became known as the Ulbricht Doctrine). Eventually, West German chancellor Willy Brandt recognized inter-German relations as a special form of interstate relations, which institutionalized inter-German relations and paved the way for the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe in 1975.

Although Ulbricht’s and Kim Jong-un’s two-state theories similarly conceptualize a divided status, Ulbricht’s theory attempted to stabilize inter-German relations and sought to force diplomatic recognition from West Germany. In contrast, Kim’s two-state theory does not hope for the peaceful coexistence between the North and South that was once attempted.

Kim rejects both inter-Korean agreements and North Korea’s official unification formula, the Democratic Federal Republic of Koryo. His view of inter-Korean relations was reflected in December when he said, “No one can deny the fact that the two states, the most hostile toward each other, are coexisting in the Korean peninsula.”28 The coexistence between the two states of North and South Korea Kim envisions is neither peaceful nor consensual; rather, it may be called hostile coexistence by deterrence.

For Appropriate Deterrence

Through the deployment of TNWs, North Korea is attempting to build a nuclear escalation ladder on the Korean Peninsula. In response, Yoon Suk Yeol, during his presidential election campaign, raised the redeployment of TNWs to the USFK, with a view to “nuclear sharing” like in Europe.29 However, this may not be effective in deterring North Korea from using TNWs. If European-style nuclear sharing were applied to the U.S.-ROK alliance, TNWs would be deployed to U.S. air bases in South Korea and would be under the control of USFK in “peacetime” and loaded onto ROK Air Force fighters and dropped by ROK Air Force pilots in “wartime.” Considering the range and accuracy of short-range missiles such as the KN-23 that North Korea flaunted after the second U.S.–North Korea Summit in Hanoi ended without an agreed document, the U.S. Air Force bases in South Korea where the TNWs are to be deployed could become North Korean targets.

Furthermore, the Nuclear Use Law adopted by the SPA in September 2022, as mentioned above, states that the use of nuclear weapons is permissible not only in the event of a nuclear attack but also when a non-nuclear attack is deemed imminent, thereby lowering the threshold for nuclear weapons in an attempt to deter the United States from taking an offensive position itself. In this regard, in case TNWs are deployed at U.S. air bases in South Korea, North Korea will be further tempted to use TNWs before the United States uses them. In other words, the U.S.-ROK side may further lower the threshold for the use of nuclear weapons, raising the risk of North Korea’s “early use.” At the end of May 2022, immediately after

28 “Report on 9th Enlarged Plenum of 8th WPK Central Committee.”
Yoon Suk Yeol came to power, he dismissed the idea that TNWs would be redeployed to the USFK that he had pledged in his presidential campaign.30

Although the Washington Declaration of April 2023 sets the direction for the United States and South Korea’s deterrence posture, whether this is capable of deterring North Korea from using TNWs must be examined. The Washington Declaration determined that the United States would periodically port ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) as “strategic assets” to the ROK.31 If the TNW redeployment on the ground could make USFK a target for North Korea’s TNWs, when providing “strategic assets” to South Korea surrounded on three sides by sea, there is no choice but to escalate to submarines, which are less vulnerable. Admittedly, there is no operational significance in having SSBNs call at certain ports for visibility, and this measure would be a reassurance to the ROK; however, the Washington Declaration highlighted the symbolism and primacy that submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) aboard SSBNs play in providing extended deterrence to South Korea.

This situation would create an asymmetry in which North Korea’s deployment of TNWs is about to extend from the ground to the sea, while the U.S. nuclear capabilities are under the sea. Even though asymmetry in deterrence does not necessarily mean that it is unbalanced, most of the nuclear warheads on the SLBMs (Trident-D5) aboard the Ohio-class SSBN Kentucky that called at Busan in July 2023, for example, are not of the tactical variety and are not commensurate with nuclear capabilities for deterring North Korea’s TNWs. They could, rather, provoke a medium-range nuclear or greater countervalue attack from North Korea. In this context, it should be pointed out that the Trump administration released a Nuclear Posture Review in February 2018 that stated that low-yield nuclear weapons would be loaded on SLBMs.32 Two years later, in late January 2020, the W76-2, with an explosiveness of approximately five kilotons, was fielded for the SLBM.33 Although not specifically designed to deter North Korea from using TNWs,
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low-yield nuclear weapons deployed on SSBNs should be emphasized as a commensurate nuclear capability to North Korea’s TNWs.34

North Korea is trying to build an escalation ladder that starts with TNWs, extends to intermediate-range ballistic missiles targeting Japan, intermediate-long missiles targeting Guam, and ICBMs that could target the U.S. mainland.35 It is debatable whether the United States has a corresponding escalation ladder in place in the region. At the same time as the United States must deter North Korea from using TNWs, it must deter North Korea from using nuclear forces beyond the intermediate range should deterrence fail. Nonetheless, not only U.S. and South Korean defense authorities but even presidents have stated that the regime in Pyongyang would meet its demise if North Korea uses nuclear weapons.36

Whereas a countervalue strike on Pyongyang in response to North Korea’s use of TNWs would certainly collapse Kim Jong-un’s regime, Kim would retaliate with second-strike capabilities against Seoul, Tokyo, and Washington. The Nuclear Use Law stipulates that a nuclear strike shall be launched automatically and immediately to destroy the hostile forces, implying that the operation plan has been decided in advance in case the nuclear command and control system is in danger. If that were to happen, the populations of Seoul, Tokyo, and Washington would be undeservingly sacrificed in response to North Korea’s use of TNWs.

If deterrence fails to prevent North Korea from using TNWs, is there a U.S. nuclear capability in the region to prevent North Korea from using further nuclear weapons? The Trump administration’s Nuclear Posture Review stated that the United States would pursue deployment of sea-launched cruise missiles in a manner contrary to the Obama administration’s Nuclear Posture Review, which stipulated that the Tomahawk would be retired. However, the Biden administration
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34 The Asia-Pacific Peace Committee, an affiliate of the WPK, criticized the Nuclear Posture Review when it was released, but the level of criticism was not high, indicating that the W76-2 on SLBMs is not perceived as a low-yield nuclear weapons that would deter North Korea’s use of TNWs. See “U.S. ‘2018 Nuclear Posture Review’ Blasted,” KCNA, February 10, 2018.


decided to halt this development, and there is no medium-range nuclear weapon on the ground or at sea that could convey the intention to deter North Korea from using a medium-range nuclear weapon. It is imperative that the United States develop an escalation ladder that can respond to North Korean nuclear escalation. 


The Korean Peninsula’s New Geopolitics: Why North Korea Is Shifting toward an Alliance with Russia

Artyom Lukin

For decades, the security situation on the Korean Peninsula has appeared rather static and stable, despite periodic mini-crises. However, by the early 2020s, significant changes had accumulated on the Korean Peninsula and beyond that are affecting the balance between the two Korean states and may eventually lead to a major destabilization.

Although the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, or North Korea) possesses and is working to perfect nuclear weapons, the overall military balance on the peninsula is developing in a direction that is unfavorable to Pyongyang. This threatens North Korea’s security, especially considering the reference to eventual reunification in the constitution of the Republic of Korea (ROK, or South Korea) and the unpredictability of Seoul’s future policies. The DPRK’s ability to deal on its own with the emerging external threats and risks is becoming increasingly strained, primarily due to its limited economic and technological base.

The balance-of-power logic and Pyongyang’s threat perceptions have pushed North Korea toward forming an alliance with a major power that can help ensure its military security. With China unwilling to extend military collaboration to the North, as well as the trust deficit existing between Pyongyang and Beijing, Russia is the only major player that can act as an ally for the DPRK. The rapid development of DPRK-Russia strategic ties that has been underway since the summer of 2023 culminated in Vladimir Putin’s visit to Pyongyang in June 2024, where he and Kim Jong-un signed a comprehensive strategic partnership treaty containing a mutual defense clause.

The DPRK and ROK: An Imbalance of Power

North Korea is the prime example of a state that faces the “security versus development” dilemma. This dilemma often afflicts authoritarian and ideologized polities, especially those situated in a perilous geopolitical environment. Governments with such political systems must choose
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between maximizing economic and social development, on the one hand, and minimizing the risks to internal stability, on the other hand.

When he came to power in late 2011, Kim Jong-un seemed inclined to prioritize economic growth, even deploying elements of market-oriented reform. Since around 2019, however, the DPRK has reverted to its well-established pattern of tightening the screws and battening down the hatches. Self-isolation and a high degree of internal control may be good for maintaining social and political stability as well as preserving an ethno-cultural identity, but they come at the expense of economic progress. According to the DPRK’s own official estimates, the country’s GDP amounted to $33.5 billion in 2019, whereas the size of South Korea’s economy reached nearly $1.7 trillion the same year.¹ According to UN data, almost 42% of North Koreans suffer from undernourishment.² The country’s fertility rate is probably the only basic index where the North is currently performing better than the South, which has one of the world’s lowest birthrates.³ Still, the United Nations estimates the DPRK fertility rate for 2023 to be 1.8, which is below the 2.1 replacement level required to keep a nation’s population from declining. Some estimates put North Korea’s fertility rate even as low as 1.3.⁴

Juche-inspired autarky is not the only reason for the North’s stunted economic growth. North Korea remains one of the world’s most heavily sanctioned countries, with strangling sanctions banning almost all commercial dealings.⁵

Isolation and economic backwardness cannot but affect the country’s military potential. Even though the North is estimated to spend up to 30% of its GDP on the military,⁶ the huge difference in size between the two Korean economies leads to the expanding gap between their military
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budgets that favors the South. Another worrying trend for the DPRK is a changed relationship between its military industry and the civilian economy. Armament development and production used to be a sector with few connections to civilian industries. Nowadays, however, major powers demonstrate a fusion between civilian and defense industries, with technological achievements from the civilian sectors converted to military applications. Increasingly, products and services are dual-use. As a consequence, if a state does not have a developed and diversified civilian economy, its military-industrial complex may degrade against its rivals’ over time. This trend was visible, for example, in the later years of the Cold War, when the Soviet Union’s widening lag with the West in information and electronic technologies began to undermine Soviet strategic-military parity vis-à-vis the United States.

Because of these economic limitations, North Korea’s conventional forces are not in ideal condition. The Korean People’s Army (KPA) is estimated to be more than one million strong, but its combat readiness is questionable, if only because a substantial part of the manpower is occupied as a labor force at state-run construction sites, in agriculture, and in other nonmilitary sectors. This peaceful orientation of the KPA is occasionally emphasized by Pyongyang, as seen in a recent statement by the Korean Central News Agency that “the DPRK...is mobilizing large-scale military forces into economic construction for the promotion of its people’s well-being.” In this case, North Korean propaganda truly aligns with reality.

Being heavily capital-intensive military branches, the North Korean navy and air force are especially affected by acute resource constraints. Although the DPRK faces the sea from two sides, North Korea’s navy is quite rudimentary, consisting of mostly obsolete ships only suitable for operations near the coast. Pyongyang’s most modern and powerful warships appear to be two Amnok-class corvettes commissioned in the last ten years. These 2,000-ton vessels are obviously no match against the South Korean navy, let alone the combined might of U.S., South Korean, and Japanese naval assets in Northeast Asia. North Korea’s program of building strategic submarines that can carry ballistic and cruise missiles and, potentially, be


powered with nuclear reactors has shown little advancement.\textsuperscript{9} In September 2023, its “first tactical nuclear attack submarine,” purportedly designed to carry nuclear weapons, was launched with great pomp, but this warship is an old, albeit retrofitted, diesel-electric submarine based on a Soviet design from the 1950s.\textsuperscript{10} It is doubtful North Korea will accomplish its ambition to field a modern navy any time soon, given that naval shipbuilding is one of the most expensive and technology-intensive military industries.

North Korea’s air force has likewise been languishing. The DPRK’s newest warplanes are MiG-29s it received from Russia in the 1980s and 1990s.\textsuperscript{11} Last year North Korea unveiled reconnaissance and strike drones similar in appearance to U.S.-made Global Hawk and Reaper drones. Yet it is very unlikely North Korean copies approach the performance of U.S. unmanned aerial vehicles.\textsuperscript{12}

Being a junior ally of the United States, South Korea may be, as Putin once referred to it, a country with “a shortage of sovereignty.”\textsuperscript{13} That said, the ROK has taken maximum advantage of its close integration into the U.S.-led global order. In the 2000s, South Korea became one of the world’s top-ten industrial powers. In 2018, its GDP per capita overtook that of Japan.\textsuperscript{14} Through the lens of world-systems theory, South Korea has advanced from the periphery of the global capitalist system to its core. As one sign of Seoul’s rising ambitions, President Yoon Suk Yeol now presents the ROK as a “global pivotal state.”\textsuperscript{15}
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The ROK has grown into a formidable military power, boasting impressive ground, naval, and air forces. Its military-industrial complex produces a full range of modern weapons, including self-propelled artillery, tanks, ballistic and cruise missiles, fighter planes and helicopters, reconnaissance satellites, and submarines and surface combatants of various classes. South Korea has been successfully advancing an indigenous space program with military and civilian applications. The ROK has also emerged as a major weapons exporter. It rose from 31st place in 2000 to become one of the world’s top-ten defense exporters between 2019 and 2023. Seoul is now determined to “position South Korea among the top-four defense exporters globally by 2027.” South Korea’s accomplishments in the defense industry are based on its close collaboration with the United States and other Western partners. The ROK’s dependence on Western technology is exemplified by its flagship KF-21 Boramae fighter jet project. Billed as a Korean multirole fighter, South Korean components make up only 65% of the plane. The aircraft’s engine is supplied by U.S. company General Electric. The other technological partners for the KF-21 include U.S. defense corporations Lockheed Martin, Martin-Baker, United Technologies, Texstars, and Triumph Group; Swedish firm Saab; Israeli company Elta Systems; Spanish corporation Aeronautical Systems; and British firms Cobham and Meggitt.

North Korea’s Nuclear Insecurity

North Korea is now a nuclear and missile power in possession of at least several dozen nuclear warheads and a diversified arsenal of ballistic and cruise missiles. For Pyongyang, it makes sense to have nuclear weapons as they are the most cost-effective way to ensure a state’s basic security in a precarious geopolitical environment.
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Although North Korea has a nuclear capability that firmly places South Korea and Japan within range and can reach the continental United States, Pyongyang may be feeling increasingly insecure. Compelling military-strategic reasons for this lack of security include the possibility of South Korea’s nuclearization, the inherent limitations of using nuclear weapons in warfighting, and the long-term trends in military technology.

To begin, North Korea’s current nuclear advantage over the South is temporary and tenuous. Given South Korea’s technological and industrial clout, as well as the fact that the ROK has already become one of the world’s leaders in civilian atomic energy, the country’s nuclearization would be merely a political decision. South Korea has long been a recessed, or virtual, nuclear state. President Yoon is the first ROK leader to publicly float the possibility of South Korea going nuclear, and he stated it would take no longer than a year for the South to acquire indigenous nuclear weapons. The idea of South Korea nuclearizing is not a fringe view. It is supported by many politicians, and public opinion surveys show that over 70% of South Koreans support the idea. Yoon’s predecessor, Moon Jae-in, seriously considered a plan to build nuclear-powered submarines, which, while technically allowed under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, would be a major step toward actual nuclearization. Another of North Korea’s adversaries, Japan, is also a virtual nuclear state that may be able to acquire nuclear capabilities even faster than South Korea. If South Korea or Japan loses faith in the United States’ extended deterrence, or if Washington itself retracts its alliance obligations to Tokyo and Seoul, their nuclearization will quickly ensue. And would a future U.S. government oppose South Korea’s or Japan’s nuclearization? Donald Trump has notably already been on record suggesting he would not mind Tokyo and Seoul getting nuclear weapons.

For all their horrendous destructive power and potent use in deterring large-scale aggression, nuclear weapons have an inherent limitation in that
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they have little use in other scenarios. The fact that nuclear weapons have never been employed since August 1945 hints at their inapplicability in armed confrontations. Pyongyang may well use nuclear weapons if faced with a direct threat to the existence of the DPRK or its core leadership, such as a major kinetic attack against the North. Still, it is very unlikely that in the foreseeable future Pyongyang’s opponents will attempt a major invasion or a decapitating strike on its leadership. In all other conflict scenarios, nuclear use by Pyongyang is extremely problematic. The most likely kinetic scenario between the North and the South is not an all-out war; rather, it would more likely be a clash in a disputed or gray-zone area similar to the 2010 Yeonpyeong Island incident when both sides fought a brief, albeit deadly, artillery battle in the Yellow Sea over the Northern Limit Line. Given the ROK’s general conventional superiority, especially at sea and in the air, North Korea will be severely disadvantaged if it comes to blows with the South in a border clash. If the North’s conventional forces are losing on the battlefield in such a conflict, the rulers in Pyongyang will be confronted with an impossible choice: suffer a humiliating and potentially delegitimizing defeat at the hands of Seoul or attempt nuclear escalation with the concurrent risk of inviting a massive response from the alliance that may put an end to the DPRK.

Due to the relative weakness of Pyongyang’s non-nuclear forces, North Korea has no freedom to maneuver on the escalation ladder, putting it in an either-or situation in limited, nonexistential clashes, such as those over the Northern Limit Line. This is part of the answer to why Pyongyang has been careful not to cross the threshold beyond which an actual clash with the ROK may ensue. According to U.S. officials in South Korea, “the North Koreans are talking a lot, but they are not doing anything that moves toward conventional military confrontation.”

Finally, nuclear weapons are not eternal Tolkienesque “rings of power.” As with any technology, they will become obsolete over time. North Korea’s nuclear warheads and missiles remain a reliable deterrent—for now. Will that still be the case in ten or twenty years? We may be in the midst of another revolution in military affairs, characterized by the development of high-precision weapons, artificial intelligence (AI), drones, robotics, and lasers, among other technologies. Unless the DPRK is able to move up to the next level of military-technological progress—a feat that requires
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an advanced scientific-technological base as well as huge and sustained financial investment—its security will grow increasingly imperiled even if it keeps and expands its nuclear arsenal. Some analysts argue that countries like North Korea could find themselves defenseless against a first strike due to the progress the United States and its allies are making in precision targeting, satellites and other surveillance systems, drones, and AI.  

North Korea is a comparatively small country that lacks strategic depth and is semi-encircled by potential enemies. Its entire territory can be pierced—with remote sensors as well as kinetic strikes—from the south, the Yellow Sea, and the Sea of Japan, where South Korean, U.S., and Japanese naval and air forces especially dominate. The vulnerability of North Korea’s nuclear assets is exacerbated by the country’s lack of sea and air legs. A viable nuclear triad, or even dyad, is hardly achievable for North Korea because of resource constraints.

Pyongyang cannot ignore the long-term possibility that its adversaries will launch a first strike with high-precision weapons aiming to “decapitate” the DPRK or neutralize its nuclear deterrent. If a fraction of North Korean missiles survive and launch in response, it can be presumed with a high degree of confidence that they will be intercepted by an integrated, multilayered missile defense operated by the United States, South Korea, Japan, Australia, or other U.S. allies. Although such a scenario seems somewhat hypothetical today, it will become increasingly realistic as the United States and its allies continue to improve their existing military technologies and harness new ones. For example, one prospective idea is a permanent “airborne patrol” by U.S. drones in the Sea of Japan that would shoot down North Korean intercontinental ballistic missiles while they are in powered flight.

Pyongyang and Seoul: Status Quo versus Annexation

North Korea has often been portrayed as a destabilizing actor on the Korean Peninsula, while South Korea has been represented as a force for stability and peace. However, it is also possible to see the situation as one in which Pyongyang seeks the preservation of the status quo, and Seoul is the revisionist player.
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What is the status quo on the Korean Peninsula? It is the division of the peninsula into two sovereign polities. Since late 2023, Pyongyang has moved to reinforce this long-standing status quo, officially abandoning the declaratory policy of reunification with the South. Kim has, in effect, renounced the principle of Korean unification, pronouncing that the DPRK and the ROK are two different entities whose reunification is unlikely to happen. Tellingly, although the announcement was a surprise to many Korea watchers, Kim couched the situation in status quo terms, describing it as something that has been forming over many decades and calling it “an inevitable result of the history of the north-south relations.”

Pyongyang’s new policy on Korean reunification recognizes the reality that North Korea and South Korea have become completely different societies, not only politically but also culturally. This policy also contains an implicit recognition that any reunification would have only happened on South Korean terms, due to Seoul’s economic, geopolitical, and soft-power preponderance—hence Kim’s accusatory reference to “unification by absorption,” which is Seoul’s de facto stance toward the North. As one astute observer pointed out, Pyongyang’s new line on Korean reunification is not unlike the policies of the government of East Germany that sought to suppress the discourse of German unity. The Communist leadership of the German Democratic Republic had been clear-eyed that West Germany would dominate unification, which was exactly what transpired after the fall of the Berlin Wall.

As Kim moves to cement the two-state reality on the peninsula, South Korean officials have harshly criticized Pyongyang’s position as “anti-unification and anti-historical behavior,” calling it a “two-nation theory.” Yoon has made it abundantly clear that reunification would be based on the destruction of the DPRK as a political entity, painting “the North Korean regime” as tyrannical and repressively evil. It is not only Yoon and his fellow
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conservatives in the People Power Party who are clamoring for de facto eventual annexation of the North by the South. In one form or another, it is the position shared by the majority of the South Korean political class. Even though the liberal-progressive camp of South Korean politics, currently represented by the Democratic Party of Korea, uses softer rhetoric toward the North, their long-term goal too is absorption of the North by the South.

Seoul’s pro-unification stance comes alongside a military strategy which has “become increasingly offensive over the past decade.” In October 2023, ROK defense minister Shin Won-sik summarized the strategy toward the North as “PISU: Punish Immediately, Strongly, and Until the end.” Tellingly, “bisu, the Korean pronunciation of ‘PISU,’ means ‘dagger’ and carries the meaning of stabbing the enemy.”

As the U.S.-ROK alliance is militarily the stronger side on the peninsula, the South may be tempted to assert its dominance over the North. Seoul is unlikely to attempt an outright annexation by force as it would almost certainly trigger a nuclear response from Pyongyang. However, Seoul may well try to take advantage of a future border incident to give Pyongyang a bloody nose in a limited armed confrontation. Although Seoul remains bound by the discipline of the U.S. alliance, there are quite a few examples in the history of international politics when vassals provoked dangerous crises even against the wishes of their patrons. Seoul is more than capable of delivering a strategic surprise.

Compared to South Korea’s electoral democracy, the North Korean system of a de facto hereditary monarchy seems more predictable. To preserve the dynasty and their rule, the Kim family must pursue a hyper-rational and calculating strategy, with the planning horizon at least several decades into the future. Seoul, with its greater level of government turnover, rather than Pyongyang, may be the main source of unpredictability and potential major crises on the peninsula. Can one completely rule out a scenario in which a person comes to power in Seoul who mystically believes in their mission to accomplish national reunification? Just a reminder: one of South Korea’s
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recent presidents was under the heavy influence of persons representing a shamanistic cult.39

The End of North Korea’s Strategic Seclusion?

North Korea faces an increasingly precarious situation as the strategic balance on the peninsula shifts in favor of the South. A nuclear deterrent cannot fully guarantee the DPRK’s external security, as a state, for example, cannot credibly threaten a nuclear war in a limited border conflict. Perhaps even more alarmingly for Pyongyang, its strategic capability is based on 20th-century military technology such as atomic warheads and missiles, while its adversaries are increasingly wielding 21st-century systems. Another worrying development for the DPRK is the growing political-military integration among the United States, the ROK, and Japan.

For all intents and purposes, the DPRK is a status quo power. Its primary goal is to preserve itself as a sovereign political unit within the 1953 borders. This status quo orientation has been recently emphasized by Kim’s de facto abandonment of Korean reunification. The problem, however, is that the ROK is not necessarily a status quo power. Being the stronger side, Seoul seeks eventual reunification—on its terms. South Korea’s political system, with its tendency to produce eccentric leaders, is another risk factor. All these factors create fundamental instability in inter-Korean relations.

Since the early 1990s, North Korea has pursued strategic autonomy and has been almost completely self-reliant with regard to military security. The continuation of strategic seclusion may no longer be viable, however. In terms of Kenneth Waltz’s structural realism, Pyongyang has nearly exhausted the country’s capacity for internal balancing. The DPRK’s domestic resources, even if mobilized to the maximum, are insufficient to close the widening strategic gap with the U.S.-ROK alliance.

In Waltzian terms, Pyongyang is left with the path of external balancing, that is, forming alliances with other international actors.40 If the DPRK wants to be insured against long-term threats, it needs powerful allies. In seeking a great-power ally, the DPRK will follow the same logic that makes Israel and Pakistan—nuclear-armed states that face major
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external threats—maintain de facto alliances with the United States and China, respectively.41

Who could become Pyongyang’s great-power ally? There is the 1961 alliance treaty with China, but it is well-known that there is no meaningful military cooperation between Pyongyang and Beijing. China will likely remain North Korea’s main economic partner and benefactor, but there is little reason for Beijing to empower Pyongyang with large-scale military assistance. For one, Beijing does not want to antagonize Washington, Seoul, and Tokyo by transferring weapons and military-related technology to Pyongyang. On a more fundamental level, Beijing’s interest in North Korea as a geopolitical ally may be waning. The conventional wisdom that China needs the DPRK as a “buffer” against the United States is outdated. Even if U.S. bases appeared in the northern part of the peninsula, it would only have a marginal effect on the strategic balance between China and the United States. Geoeconomically, too, North Korea’s significance for China is negligible.

The only possible political-military ally for the DPRK is Russia. This fully explains Kim’s drive to establish close strategic ties with Moscow, leading to the Kim- Putin summit in Pyongyang on June 19, 2024, where the two leaders signed the Treaty on Comprehensive Strategic Partnership that contains a mutual defense provision in Article 4.42 This provision replicates the mutual defense clause of the 1961 Soviet–North Korean alliance treaty, a move most likely intended to emphasize the resurrection of the strategic bond between Moscow and Pyongyang. Another provision of the treaty refers to creating “mechanisms for taking joint measures with the aim of strengthening...defence capabilities.”43

Of note, during the joint press conference after the signing, Kim referred to the DPRK-Russia relationship as that of an “alliance,” whereas Putin never used this term.44 Furthermore, Pyongyang immediately published the full text of the treaty, while the Kremlin had yet to publish it as of the time of this writing. Such details may hint that it is Kim, rather than Putin, who pushed for a treaty featuring an alliance clause.
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While Pyongyang gains prestige and formal security guarantees from a treaty with a great power, what are the possible benefits to Moscow? The new treaty should raise Russia’s profile in Northeast Asia, the strategic center of gravity of the Asia-Pacific. Thus, the treaty gives Moscow a new lever over Washington, Tokyo, and especially Seoul. The Kremlin’s decision to agree to an alliance with Pyongyang may be partly a response to South Korea’s expanding activities in Europe. Seoul has been vigorously exporting armaments to Poland and Romania, Russia’s two main adversaries in Eastern Europe. Even worse from Moscow’s perspective, in 2023 South Korea provided a large amount of ammunition to Ukraine, albeit indirectly via the United States. The Kremlin must have also taken into account that in recent years both Tokyo and Seoul have grown increasingly close with NATO. Among other things, the Russia-DPRK pact makes it clear that Moscow is not subordinate to Beijing when it comes to Asia-Pacific affairs. Finally, the treaty could make it easier for Russia to draw upon North Korea’s defense industrial capacities if needed, even though Russia’s own vast military-industrial base is what primarily matters to it, with external sources only playing auxiliary roles.

Apart from formal security guarantees against an external aggression, the new alliance may, as Putin himself suggested, entail transfers by Russia to North Korea of certain non-nuclear weapons. It is reasonable to expect the collaboration could also involve joint military drills and training, sharing of combat expertise, and intelligence exchange.

Russian assistance would help Pyongyang offset a destabilizing conventional gap with the U.S.-ROK alliance. Not only would this strengthen North Korea’s security, but it would also contribute to restoring the balance of military power in the region and hence the overall security of the Korean Peninsula and Northeast Asia.

The primary strength of an alliance is not in formal obligations written on paper. A mutual defense clause does not mean automatic involvement of the parties in one another’s conflicts and wars. During their Cold War-era alliance, Moscow made it clear to Pyongyang that the Soviet Union would not defend the North if a military conflict was provoked by the DPRK itself. It remains to be seen how far and how deep Moscow and Pyongyang will go in their alliance relationship this time—and how committed they will be to each other.
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